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INTRODUCTION 

Professor Schubert Ogden of the University of Chicago 

has presented what he regards as a philosophical approach to 

theology which can serve as an alternative to what he calls 

ItClassical theism." In this paper we shall attempt to discover 

the structure of thi s theology and to analyze and criticize its 

main features. Three positive emphases stand out in Ogden's 

atte~t: his notion on the criteria of theological adequacy, 

his critical adoption and adaptation of the existentialism of 

Rudolf Bultmann, and his attempts to ground a neoclassical 

theism in the process philosophy of Alfred North 1'Jhi tehead 

and Charles Hartshorne. The latter two emphases provide 

what we wi 11 regard as the structure of Ogden' s theology, 

which involves a twofold transposi tion of the Biblical mes

sage: from myth to existentialism, and from myth to meta

physics. Before exa:mining the last two themes, however, we 

will look at Ogden's rejection of "classical theismlt-a 

rejection made on the basis of his pOsition on the norms for 

adequate theological thinking. Our criticisms will be made 

largely in the form of footnote remarks and questions; basi

cally they can be reduced to two suggesti ons: that Ogden IS 

suggested transposition from myth to existentialism is 
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is Pelagian and that his transposition from myth to metaphysics 

misses the central question of all metaphysics, that of the 

intelligibili ty of contingent being, and thus that this trans

posi tion does not take him beyond the realm of cosmological 

thinldng, which is ,intrinsically incapable of treating the 

problem of God in an adequate fashion. We will close with the 

suggestion that Ogden revisit "classical theism", either in 

the form of an extensive study of the texts of Thomas Aquinas 

or by coming to terms with the contemporary theism of Bernard 

Lonergan, which is in essential harmony with the pOsition of 

Aquinas even While raising and treating the problem of God in 

a contemporary fashion. Such a study will reveal that many 

of Ogden1s characterizations of "classical theism" are really 

caricatures. 



CHAPTER ONE 

TdE CRITmIA OF THEOLOGICAL ADE·~UACY 

A. The Two Crt terla 

Ogden regards his work--and particularly his treatment 

of Bultmann--as an attempt to contribute to a more adequate 

accomplishment of the ba~c constructive task confronting 

contemporary Protestant theology. Theology is a communal 

enterpri se • 

• • • All authentic theological work must take place 
within the church's ongoing conversation concerning the 
ultimate source of its common life. Though the theo
logical task is never done and must constantly be 
undertaken ab ClVO, none of us approaches the task 
alone, but each stands in the midst of a last company 
whose presence is a constant inspiration. 

A lack of conversation with the past is the principal reason 

for the failure of liberal theology.2 As Karl Barth has 

reminded us, we may not anticipate 'Which of the voices from 

the past may speak to us today as we labor at the task of 

theOlogy) At the same time, theology must always be 

developed anew, as a direct response to the kerygma rather 

than as a repetition of a previous response. The historlcality 

of theology precludes any identification of a given theological 

system with the kerygma.4 
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The first criterion of theological adequacy is a 

resul t of the fact that theology is always addressed to a 

present situation. Theology must deal with today's problems 

in an understandable fashion. The second criterion is 

fai thfulness to Scripture1s wi tness to the God of Jesus Christ. 

Because of the first cri teri on, theology has a 

properly apologetic role. As we shall see, this is parti-

cularly true with regard to the problem of God • 

• • • No theology today can be adequate which restricts 
itself to (the) dogmatic task alone. It is simply not 
enough to proclaim God's "mighty act in Christ" in a 
si tuation whose most characteristic question is whether 
the word "God" has any reference. Beyond his duty to 
speak appropriately to the scriptural witness, the 
theologian must speak understandably to his contemporary 
hearers by taking full resPo~sibi1i ty for the meaning 
and truth of his assertions. 

While Ogden rejects the concept of a Normaldogmatik as untenable, 

he insists on the distinctive identity of the Christian faith 

and maintains that the theologian's sole task is to articulate 

~ faith for his present situation. Thus Ogden can state 

that the proper task of the systematic theologian extends 

beyond a strictly historical responsibility. He must seek to 

present a new cri tico-constructi ve interpretation of the 

wi tness of Christian faith that will enable the church to 

speak adequately in the present. But his question and his 

task are formally the same as those of the theologians of 



yesterday. He is aware that his own constructions can be taken 

seriously by the church only if he himself is guided in formu-
6 

lating them by those who have preceded him. 

The theologian's attitude of respect toward the past 

must extend to liberal theology itself, despite its failure, 

and particularly to its articulation of historical method and 

its criticism of the Biblels prescientific world view. The 

fact that previous formulations of Christian faith have been 

challenged by the picture of man and his world offered us by 

modern philosophy and science does not allOl·j us to take for 

granted the possibility of an appropriate articulation for 

contemporary man of fai th' s understanding of reali ty. The 

theologian must embrace the cri ticisrn of the theological tradi-

tion arising out of modern manls picture of himself and his 

world. Only in this way can he be responsibly obedient to 

the past and particularly to the New Testament proclamation. 

The situation to which the theologian must address himself 

today is essentially the same as that to which liberal thee-

logy tried to speak. No preliberal theology will be adequate 

to the task.7 Todayl s danger is the same as that to which 

liberal theology gave way: the danger of speaking understandably 

but not to the wi tness of Scripture. But this is no reason 

8 
for avoiding the apologetic task. 
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The second criterion--that of faithfulness to the 

Scriptural wi tness--allows the theologian to assu.'1le an offen-

si ve as well as a defensive stance toward those who do not 

share the duty of appropriately interpreting Scripture • 

II • • • To exclude from one's theological constructions any 

element that this witness includes as essential would be to 

forfei t one's claims to offer an adequate interpretation; 

and this is true however great our concern that the assertions 

we make as theologians also be genuinely understandable.n9 

The the<:>logian is not required to conform his claims to the 

secular thought of his si tuati on, but to establish their 

validi ty in terms of the same general standards of experience 

to which secular thought itself is subject. As we shall see 

in more detail, for Ogden Jesus Christ decisively ~-presents 

a truth which is of a piece with whatever truth men know any-

10 
~mere. Thus, with regard to the problem of God, Ogden states: 

The only way any concepti on of God can be made more than 
a mere idea having nothing to do with reality is to 
exhibit it as the most adequate reflective account we 
can gi. ve of certain experiences lfe all inescapably share ••• 
No assertions are to be judged true, unless, in addition 
to being logically consistent, they are somehot-1 warranted 
by our common experience, broadly and fairly understood. 
But one thing, it would appear, in vThich almost all of us 
today share is just our experience as modern, secular nen: 
our affirmation of life here and now in the world in all 
its aspects and in its proper autonomy and significance ••• 
It is in this secular affirmation that we must discover 
the reality of God in our time. The adequate response 



to secularistic negations ••• will be made ••• by an 
integral seculari ty--a secularity which has become fully 
self-conscious and Which therefore makes explicit the 11 
fai th in God already implied in what it itself affirms. 

We learn from Barth that the SCriptural witness cannot 

be brought into easy harmony with the modern age. At the same 

time Barth did not even raise the question of the meaning and 

truth of Christian fai th for modern secular man. It is rather 

Tillich, Bultmann, and Bonhoeffer who have kept us a'ltJare of 

theology's apologetic task, by their insistence that theolo-

gical adequacy is measured not only by the faith itself but 

also by the existence of man. Christian faith must be pre-

sented to modern man as his own most proper possibility of 

. t 12 ens ence. 

This cn ten on of contemporary significance is met 

whenever: 

a) theological restatement recognizes the nature 

of the contemporary constructive problem and is concerned 

to develop a comprehensive solution to it; and 

b) the Qolution proposed comprehends the major dimen

sions of the problem and is internally self-consistent.13 In 

fact, logical self-consistency is spoken of as lithe final 

test of adequacy.,,14 A fully comprehensive solution, however, 



is impossible of achievement, because no theologian can ever 

be Wholly successful in securing suitable concepts.
IS 
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Tne problem of the adequate conceptuality--or, as Bultmann 
puts it, of the "right" philosophy--is the perennial problem 
of any theology aspiring to an ad~quacy beyond its grasp. 
:Horeover, because the concepts available in a given 
si tuation are alli'ays a matter of the theologian's historical 
destiny, he is often forced to express his intentions 
withiI].$imits that make their adequate expression impos
sible. 

The problem of God is central to Ogden's notion of 

the nature of theology. In reaction to certain contemporary 

trends,17 Ogden maintains strongly that no theology can lay 

claim to adequacy which treats assertions about the being and 

nature of God as inessential. God is necessary for theology 

first because the witness of Scripture would be entirely 
\ 

different without the affirmation of his reality, and secondly 

because of what Scripture itself affirms concerning God: 

namely, that he is the ultimate source and end of all that is 

and can be.18 In terms, then, of the second cri teri on, an 

adequate theology must be intensely concerned with the reality 

of God. 

Is such concern also dictated by the first criterion? 

Is the reality of God necessary if we are to explain the 

experience of men generally? In terms of co~~on hunan experi-

ence, as we shall see, Ogden regards a negative answer to this 

question as untenable; he will argue that the Christian affir-



mation of God can be made understandable to modern men 
19 

precisely in t~:r.ms of their own reason and experience. 

B. Theology ~ Objectif)'ing Thinking 

Ogden defines theology as Ita more or less distin-

guishable type or level of thinking and speaking about God. 

as apprehended through the witness of faith of Jesus Christ.,,20 

The God. of Jesus Christ is thus the object or referent of all 

theological thought and speech. 

Heinrich ott has raised the question of whether theology 

is really a form of objectifying thinking and speakine.21 His 

question is a chal1epge to Ogden's defini tion of theology. 

Ogden admits one sense in l-Thich theology may be considered 

nonobjectifying: namely, theology is distinct from the thinking 

and speaking proper to science, ".[i.ich thinks and speaks about 

reali ty insofar as it can be made the object of particular 

external perceptions. Theology is neither a perception of 

reali ty as the object of ordinary experience nor is ita 

i b 1 hi 
. 22 

sc ence ui t on t s percept~on. 

But there are other kinds of knowledge besides non-

objectifying existential awareness of ourselves in relation to 

the manifold reality encountering uS
I 
and objectifying external 

sense perception. More specifically, there are other forms of 

lIobjectifyingll knowledge. The kind of phenomenological analysis 
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of enstence presented by Martin Heidegger in ~ und ~ is 

one such form. Even though it is a reflection 2!!. nonobjectifying 

exi. stential self-understanding or awareness, i t ~ "reflection 9E," 

and thus is objectifying, relatively disinterested and detached. 

For Ogden as for Bultmann, theology is objectifying in this 

second sense. The subjective form of theology ~ essentially 

like that of modern science, even though its object is different. 

1-lith ott, Ogden insists that there is a continuity bet'"reen the 

existential understanding of faith and the more reflective 

thinking and speaking of witness and theology. But he adds 

that we must also distinguish bet"7een each of these levels 

and that we can do so only by seeing them as points along the 

continuum defined by the two poles 'of faith as existential 

self-understanding and theology as objectifying knowledge. 23 

Just when theology is true to its hermeneutical task of 
critically interpreting the church's witness in an appro
priate and understandable conceptuali ty, it cannot but 
involve a more reflective and so more objectifying type 
of thinking and speaking than is represented either by 
the vari ous forms of wi tness or by ~ile still more exis
tential phenomenon of fBi th itself. 

But does this rrean that ~ is the object of theolo

gical reflection? Is not the object rather fBi th or witness? 

To deny that one may think and speak of God in an objectifying 

way is itself, says Ogden, an instance of objective thinking 

and speaking about God. God is not only the Subject whom I 



know by encountering him in faith; he is also the object of 

theological thinking and speaking.25 

11. 

For some analytic philosophers, theology is nonobjecti-

fying in a third way, in that theological utterances cannot 

really be about anything. They are rather expressions of a 

certain human st~ce or attitude, of what Paul van Buren calls 

a Ithistorical perspecti ve. 1t The only way in which they are 

open to empirical verification or falsification--and thus 

possess a cogni ti. ve status--is that they assert something 

about a mants conative posture or perspective, which can be 

verified or proved false. 

Ogden ~tates quite forthrightly that van Buren has 

simply explained away the primary use of language evident in 

Christian witness, rather than theologically accounting for 

this language. Christians have always believed they were 

responding cogni tively to a divine reality different from 

themselves. '\fuile the language-usage of faith and theology 

is not similar to the language-usage of science, there is no 

reason to claim that religious language is not cognitive in 
26 

meaning. lilt is one thing to claim that sentences having the 

logical form of scientific assertions must prove their cognitive 

status by reference to the principle of verification as con-

ventionally interpreted. It is quite another thing to claim 
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with the positivists that this principle determines the only 

kind of cognitive status there is .11
27 

Furthermore, not even 

in analytic philosophy itself is there a representative con-

sensus that the scope of cogni ti ve thinldng and speaking is 

28 
such as van Buren would have it to be. 

Ogden distinguishes a fourth and final sense of non-

objectifying thinking and speaking, 'Which he finds in Bul tmann I s 

statements on the nature of theology. For Bultmann, although 

theological utterances have a genuine cognitive meaning or use, 

they cannot be referred to any generally applicable principle 

of verification or to a clearly specified criterion of truth. 

But, says Ogden, to claim cogni ti ve status for a statement, 

one must be ready to support his claim by clearly specifying 

the principle or cri teri on for the truth of the statement. 

This does not mean that fai th itself must be directly verifi-

able but rather that theological statements, which express 

fai th and assert something about God, must be capable of some 

kind of rational justifiCation.
29 

More specifically, the kind of rational justification 

to which theological statements are open is the kind appropriate 

to all assertions of the logical class of metaphysical state-

ments. 

If ••• the primary (although not the only) use of 
theological statements is to rrake what are in some sense 
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meaningful assertions, the only kind of assertions they 
can logically make is metaphysical assertions. That is, 
they express assertions which at once have objective 
reference to uhow things are" and yet are not empirically 
falsifiable as are the hypotheses of the special sciences. 
Such assertions cannot be thus falsifiable because their 
specific use or functi on is to represent not the variable 
details of our experience of reality, but its constant 
structure--that which all states of experience, regard1e~8 
of their empirical contents, necessarily have in common. 

A theological 'statement could be false, not because it would 

fail to predict what could be disclosed by particular external 

perceptions but because it would misrepresent the common 

31 
structure of all our experiences. 

Thus the claims to truth on the part of Christian 

faith can be conceptually stated and justified only in terms 

of an adequate metaphysics or philosophical theology. 

• • • The task of philosophical theology (should) in no 
way conflict with, but rather provide a necessary comple
ment to, the task of a confessional theologjT grounded in 
faith in a special reve1-ation. Just as there can be, in 
principle, no opposition between a philosophical analysis 
of human existence and a theological explication of the 
particular self-understanding of Christian faith, so 
there also could be no incompatibility between a proper 
philosophical construction of the being of God and a 
theological witness to God I S concrete action as revealed 
in Jesus Christ. On the contrary such a construction 
would provide the only possi ble means for bearing a 
theological witness to God's action, as distinct from 
the witness of preaching and personal confession. The 
prerequisi te of any adequate theological statement is a 
conceptuali ty which, in the given historical si tuaticn, 
is at once appropriate to faith itself and 'genuinely 
understandable. Therefore, if faith as self-understanding 
is by its very nature also an mderstanding of God and 
hi s graci ous acti on, no theological explicati on of faith 
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can be adequate apart from the concepts that a proper 
philosophical theology alone is in a position to provide)2 

Only a frankly metaphysical theology can meet the challenge of 

such radi cal theologians as Paul van Buren.33 Theology for 

Ogden is a scientific enterprise, whose statements are most 

properly assertions concerning God, assertions which can be 

rationally justified only by metaphysics. Contemporary talk 

of nonobjectifying thinking and speaking in theology runs the 

ri sk of obscuring and even abandoning the objectivity whi ch is 

34 of the very essence of theology. 

c. ~ Question of "Truthlt 

In attempting to neet the challenge of the posi tivis'ti.c 

branch of linguistic analysiS, which maintains that the meaning 

of the word IItrue ll is exhausted by the cri teria of formal self-

consistency and sensible falsifiability, Ogden draws upon the 

philosophy of the ordinary-language analyst, Stephen Toulmin. 

Toulmin has argued that our actual usage of language reveals 

no basis for thus limiting true knowledge. There are many 

!tuses of argu.''llent" and questions of truth are as relevant in 

ethics, aesthe'ti.cs, and theology as in mathematics and the 

sciences.35 Nevertheless, there is a single meaning for the 

"lOrd "true lt ; only the criteria of truth differ, depending on 

the kind of question which is being raised. The word "true" 



as we actually use it is II t the most general adjecti ve of commen

dation' pertaining to matters of belief.n36 "True ll is a gerun-

dive, which recommends an assertion as worthy of being believed. 

Because there are various fields of experience represented by 

our assertions, the criteria of truth-as-credibility are many, 

and we are never justified in demanding that an assertion con-

form to a criterion applicable only to statements of a dif-

ferent type. 

Rightly understood, the question whether a certain kind 
of utterance can be verified is always the question 
whether there are any cri teria and procedures that can 
be commonly agreed on for testing the claim of such 
utterances on our attention and belief. If such 
criteria and procedures can be specified, then, whatever 
the kind of utterance or however different its standards 
fro:n those pertaining to other types of asse§"f on, the 
word ntrue tl unquestionably has a proper use. 

The cri teri on of the truth of a gi ven type of asser-

tion is determined by establishing the kind of question to 

"lhich this assertion is a possible answer and by explicitating 

the presupposi tions of that type of question. Thus, the ques-

ti on of the truth of nvth is formulated by determining the 

kind of question to which mythical utterances are possible 

answers and by isolating the presuppositions of that qUestion.38 

1'fe will see later how Ogden handles matters such as this. At 

thi s pOint we are concerned only with stating hi s Views on the 

formal conditions of theological adequacy. 



CHAPTER TWO 

THE REJECTION OF "CLASSICAL THEISr-V t 

Ogden I S attempt to construct a conceptually justi-

fiable philosophical theology includes a negative moment--

the rejection of lnany previous attempts to do the same thing, 

and especially the criticism of what he calls "classical 

theism. u39 He finds the usual attempts of theologians today 

to treat the problem of God. to fall into one or the other of 

two general positions. The first is lIclassical theism," 

which, he says, "has been present in the church ever since 

the age of the Fathers, and the union they effected between 

the faith witnessed to in Holy Scripture and the metaphysics 

of classical antiquity.,,40 The most characteristic assertions 

of tbis theism, he says, involve denials: of temporality in 

God. and of internal relations to the world on his part.
41 

Ogden finds echoes of this theism in the work of such contem-

porary theologians as Ian Ramsey and Paul Tillich, since they 

too affirm a nontemporalistic theism. 

The other representative alternative on the contem-

porary theological scene is offered by various theologies 

l'lhich, whatever their differences may be, are united by a 

rejection of IIclassical theism" and by Ita deep conviction as 

to the reality and significance of time and history that can 

hardly be reconciled wi th classical metaphysics. 1I42 Included 

16 
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here are continental existentialism and Anglo-Saxon positi-

vism, both of whi ch in one way or another tend to interpret 

statements about God as wholly or primarily statements about 

ei ther human existence or a "historical perspective" or It~. 

on the part of the man uttering the statement. The positivistic 

stance finds expression in Paul van Buren's ~ Secular J>1eaning 

of the Gospel, which for Ogden is a proclamation, not of 

legi timate secularity, but of secularism. 

Secularism is regarded as the most extreme expression 

of a centuries-long reaction against IIclassical metaphysics 

and theology, II an outlook which has all but completely donrl.nated 

our cultural heritage, according to Ogden.43 Ogden regards 

the experience of modern secular man as sharply opposed to 

this outlook, but is also insistent that an effort to over-

come Itclassical theism" does not have to involve one in 

secularism or the denial of all theistic positions. 44 

Ogden presents three major objections to "classical 

thei sm: It 

a) the attempted synthesis of nthe personalistic view" 

of God of Holy Scripture with lithe substance ontology of classi

cal Greek metaphysics.' is impossible;45 

b) the internal logic of "classical metaphysics" is 

inconsistent;46 
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c) "classical theism" is existentially repugnant to 

"modern secular man. ,,47 

Scripture tells us that " • • • the being of God is 

not that of the rretaphysi cal Absolute, but the being of One 

who is genuinely and eminently personal.,,48 There is an 

incoherence between "classi cal thei sm I S" noti on of God as 

the "metaphysical Absolute,1t only externally related to the 

'·lOrld--i.e., the vlorld is related to ~, not ~ ~--

and SCripture's presentation of lithe lOving heavenly Father 

revealed in Jesus, who freely creates the 'WOrld and guides 

it toward its fulfillments 'Wi. th tender care. ,,49 Scripture 

affirms a God who is relevant to the life of the world because 

the world is relevant to his own life; it affirms a God who 

is really related to the 'WOrld. "Classical theism's" meta-

physical scheme denies this real internal relatedness. Any 

attempt to combine these two positions is necessarily inco

So 
herent. 

For "classical theism" an attribute such as "Father" 

is a mixed perf~ct:ton, which may rightly be understood only 

as a metaphor. Only simple perfections--"actuali ty, immuta-

bili ty, impassi vi ty, asei ty, immateriality, etc.lt-can be 

properly predicated of God wi th respect to the thing signi

fied.
5l 

"Classical theismlt is involved in an attempt at 
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demythologization, but is not an effort to interpret Scriptural 

mYths so much as to eliminate them and substi tute something 

Which presents a very different picture of GOd.,2 What 

"classi cal thei smtt mi ght regard as a transposi ti on from myth 

to metaphysics is really an imposition of something very 

different. It ••• Scripture's most characteristic designa

tions of God (are) completely emptied of meaning.It'3 The 

mythical utterances of Scripture have been badly mishandled 

by being restated in the terms of "classical theism./I "The 

personal God clearly 'Witnessed to by the scriptural I'I\Y'ths 
) 

has been utterly misrepresented in this tradi tion as the 

impersonal Absolute of the Greek metaphysics of being.",4 

Finally: It 

Recot;,rnizing that the God of Holy Scripture is undeniably 
a God who is related to his creatures, theologians have 
generally allowed that relational concepts may be predi
cated of deity, provided they are understood analogically 
instead of literally. The difficulty, hot-Tever, is that, 
on conventional metaphysical premises, to say that God 
is not literally related to the world could only mean 
that he is literally not related to it; and so the 
classi cal analogia entis, like tradi ti onal theism in 
general, has been ggntinually caught in incoherence and 
self-contradXtion. 

This brings us to Ogden's second point of attack. In 

his view, the internal logic of "classical metaphysics" is 

inconsistent. His judgment is that 300 years of IIcareful 

cri ticism" have demonstrated the incapacity of "classical 
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"classical theism" reverses this relationship in the case of 

elivine knowledge. In this case, and in this case alone, the 

world as known is really related to God as a wholly absolute 

60 
}mower. 

Finally, Ogden finds difficulty with the absence of 

temporality in the God of "classical theism." The classical 

conception of God's eternity arises from what Heidegger has 

called "the vulgar understanding of time," according to which 

time is the endless continuum of extensionless instants in 

which the "now" is constantly moving as one instant follows 

upon another. Eternity is thus the "stationary now," sheer 

timelessness. Yet, says Ogden, "classical theism's" references 

to eli vine will and purpose are references to perfections 

vThich imply temporal distincti ons. Wi th ~ference to temp or ali ty 

in God, then, not only does "classical theismll work with a 

"vulgar understanelingll of time which has been superceded 

by VlaI'tin Heidegger' s analyses in ~ ~ Zeit, but, even 

wi th the conception of time which it does employ, "classical 
61 

theism" falls into contradiction. 

Ogden's criticisms of the lack of internal self-

consistency in "classical theism" can be summarized in his 

objections to"the traditional ~ negationis et eminentiae," 

which, he says, IIcan at best provide a questi onable theological 
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62 
method. II In this doctrine, "some of the positive perfec-

tions predicated of God by the way of eminence are in reali ty 

emptied of meaning by the absolute denials arrived at by 

the way of negation. 1t The traditional doctrine of analogy is 

not a middle way between anthropomorphism and agnosticism; 

rather this doctrine IItrades on both of them as occasion may 

63 
demand. II The difficulty lies in the fact that the via 

negationis denies in God not merely limitations of finitude 

but also IIposi ti ve perfections inherent in the meaning of 

being as such,," such as primal temporality and real internal 

relatedness to others.64 Ogden judges that Heidegger1s 

analyses in ~ und Zeit suggest that temporality and real 

relatedness are not marks of fini tude; finitude consists in 

the limited mode of these positive perfections as they are 

found in man. 65 

Ogden1s third reason for objecting to IIclassical 

theismll is that it is "existentially repugnant" to mOdern 

;secular man, preci sely because of its denial of temp or ali ty 

and internal relati onal structure in God. Since God is 

neither increased nor diminished by what we do, our actions 

and sufferings must be wholly indifferent to him. By the 

inner logic of such a position, God must be conceived as the 

denial of our life .in the world. At best Godls perspective 
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can be only irrelevant to our actual existence. "It can pro-

vide no motive for action, no cause to serve, and no comfort 

in our distress beyond the motives, causes, and comforts 

already supplied by our various secular undertakings.,,66 

Our IItypical experience and thought as secular men, II however, 

affirms the importance--even the autonomy and ultimacy--of 

our secular undertakings. But if these undertakings are such 

that God, the ultimate Ground of their significance and of 

our confidence in life's meaning, finds them indifferent to 

himself and his own being, then God must be a denial of 

our life and of its meaning.67 

Ogden has presented a distorting caricature of the 

God of at least one voice in the classical tram tion, Thomas 

Aquinas. We will reserve until later a presentation of the 

suggestions regarding God and our knowledge of him offered 

by a contemporary theologian who relies heavily on Aquinas, 

Bernard Lonergan. Lonergan presents a doctrine of God con-

sistent with the Thomistic doctrine and is cognizant of 

contemporary difficulties. Seen against this contemporary 

re-capturing of much of the Thomist doctrine, Ogden's 

objections to Ilclassical thei sroll mIl prove unnecessary 

and ineffective. 



--- -------------------------------------------------

CHAPTER 'lHREE 

FRO}! NYTH TO EXISTENTIALISM 

Rudolf Bultmann is a major source for the constructive 

theologizing Ogden desires to accomplish. Bultmann's theology, 

assessed in terms of Ogden's criteria for theological ade-

quacy, is judged to be of immense significance. In fact the 

best way to begin the contemporary theological task, says 

Ogden, is by coming to terms with Bultmann's proposal. 

Bultmann clarifies the problem of contemporary theology and 

suggests the broad lines of a solution.68 On the other hand 

Ogden shares a common view that Bultmann's thought is not 

lOgically self-consistent. But he also feels that no defini-

69 
ti ve cri tici sm has yet been developed. A tenable al ter-

nati ve to Bultmann \orill be the first step in constructing a 

viable contempora~ theology. 

Bultmann's theology is a phenomenology of fai th 

which seeks to unfold in a clear and systematic "lay the 

existentiell self-understanding implicit in Christian faith. 

This self-understanding arises out of a response to the word 

of God encountered in the Church's proclamation. The purpose 

of every statement of Christian theology is to explicate the 

self-understanding which is the real content of the Nell 

Testament. 70 



The New Testament, hmiever, expresses its own theo-

logical proposi tions in a mythological fashion. Modern man 

does not share the New Testament's picture of the world. I\1yth 

for Bultmann is a manner of representation in which the 

umTorldly or divine appears as the worldly and human, in whi ch 

the transcendent appears as wholly immanent. Myth objectifies 

the transcendent and thus makes it disposable. Ogden defines 

a mythological world-picture as: 

••• one in which (1) the nonobjective reality that man 
experiences as the ground and limit of himself and his 
world is lIobjectified" and thus represented as but 
another part of the objective world;(2) the origin and 
goal of the world as a whole, as well as certain happen
ings wi thin it, are referred to nonnatural, yet Itobjec
tive" causes; (3) the resulting complex of ideas.com- 71 
prising the picture takes the form of a double history. 

The "double hi story" indicates the history of men and the 

historj' of the gods. 

For Ogden, all of the ways in which man today under-

stands himself in his world possess a cOlmnon basis. The 

world-p~cture of modern science and man's understanding of 

himself as a closed inner unity that does not stand open to 

the incursion of supernatural powers both render the New 

Testament t s mythical world-picture unintelligible and. 

unacceptable to man today.72 More specifically, modern 

man criticizes in the New Testament everything that cannot 

be established in accord with the general requirements of 
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scientific research, and everything that violates the unity of 

man's selfhood by representing him as open to divine or demonic 

powers whose agency is indep~dent of his own responsible 

d 
.. 73 

ecl. SJ. ons. 

The task of the theologian, which Bultmann has seen 

clearly, is to determine whether the New Testament proclamation 

has a truth independent of the mythical world-picture. Does 

the kerygma allow total demythologization? Bultmann finds 

two indicati ons that it does. F.irst, the true meaning of 

myth is not to present an objective world-picture but to 

express how man mderstands himself in his world. Alo~ these 

lines, Ogden, in The Reali ty of God, works out a definition 

of myth in close dependence on Bultmann. He here defines 

myth by means of three closely related statements: 

First, "mythll refers to a certain language or form of 
speaking which, like other languages, functions to 
represent (to re-present, to present again) some field 
of human experience in a particular w~Second, the 
field of human experience that the language of myth 
represents is our original internal awareness of our 
selves and the world as included in the circumambient 
reali ty 'Wi thin which all things come to be,are what 
they are, and pass away. Third, the particular way in 
which the language of myth represents thi s awareness is 
in terms and categories based in our dert ved external 
perception ?f reaft ty as the object of our ordinary 
sense experJ.ence. 

Thus myth itself contro. ns the motive for its own cri tici am 

because its true intenti on to speak of a transcendent power 



to which man and the world are subject is hampered by the 

objectifying character of myth's assertions.7' Basic to the 

definition of myth which Ogden and Bultmann share is the 

assumption that human experience has different fields reflected 

in logically distinct languages. The phenomenon of myth can 

be understood by distinguislting the "objective" (in the sense 

of external percepti on) and the "exi stenti al" fi elds. Myth 

-involves what ~lbert R'yle has called a "category mi stake, " 

i.e., "the presentati on of facts belonging to one category 

in the idioms appropriate to another." 76:r-tvth speaks of the 

"facts" of ourselves in the "idioms" appropriate to the world 

as disclosed through sense perception. 

The second indication that the kerygma permits 

deIl\Vthologization is that the New Testament itself prepares 

the way for such a process: 

First, many of the mythological assertions in the New 
Testament either stand beside one another in a loose and 
unintegrated way or are posi ti vely self-contradictory. 
Second, "criticism is especially demanded by a peculiar 
contradiction that runs throughout the whole New Testa
ment: On the one hand, man is cOsmically determined; on 
the other hand, he is called to decision. On the one 
hand, sin is a fate; on the other hand, it is guilt. 
Alongside of the Pauline indicative stands the impera
tive, etc. In short, man is understood, on the one 
hand, as a cosmic being and, on the other hand, as an 
independent self who can win or lose himself in decision." 
(Bul tmann) ••• Finally ••• "demythologi zation is 
to some extent already carried out wi thin the Nevl 
Testament itself." (Bul tmann) One needs only to note 
how John completely eliminates the futuri.stic eschatology 
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of the pri mi ti ve communi ty to reali ze that the canoni cal 
wri ters themselves were far from being uncritical of 
the ~thical world-picture.?? 

Thus Bultmann is convinced that the truth of the 

kerygma can be disclosed through en stential interpretation 

to the man who no longer thinks lVtholog:lcally. The biblical 

myths must be interpreted cn tically in terms of the existen-

tiell understanding of e:xistence which they seek to express. 
, 

Any wri tten docum~t or instance of oral com:nunication either 

provides objective information about the world and phenomena 

wi thin it or presents existentiell statements through which 

the reader or hearer is confronted wi th a deci si on about hi s 

possibili ties of self-understanding. Thus any attempt to 

understand an utterance takes place in terms of one or the 

other of two fundamental questions: "\-!hat is?" and "What ought 

78 
to be 1" Exi stential i nterpretati on rests on man's prelmder-

standing of his mm existentiell possibili ties--i.e., his own 

possibilities for authentic or inauthentic self-understanding--

and therefore is pursued in terms of the second question. 

The e:xistentiell question concerning the authenticity of human 

e:xistence provides the necessary preunderstanding for reading 

the New Testament. 

This for Bultmann is the reason for the importance of 

the "early Heidegger," who, in ~ und ~ has provided a 
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conceptually precise, nonmythological statement of the possi

bilities of human existence. 79 For Bultmann, as for Ogden, 

what the New Testament speaks of in mythical terms as life in 

faith may be appropriately translated b.r Heideggerls concept 

of authentic existence. The content of the New Testament 

message!! manls existentiell possibility for authentic se1£-

80 understanding. 

Nevertheless, Bultmann also follmvs the New Testament 

in affirming that the possibility of authentic existence is a 

possibili ty only as fai th in Jesus Christ, as e:xplici t 

Christi ani ty. But recent philosophical developments indicate 

the possibility that the New Testament may simply be presenting 

for the first time in cultural history a significant expression 

of manls natural possibility for authentic self-understanding. 

Does not Heidegger l s philosophy say what the New Testament 

says? If the demand for existential interpretation is legi ti-

mate, is it not possible that manls authentic self-understanding 

is better known and realized by philosophy than by theOlOgy?81 

Bultmann adMi ts that fai. th is the attitude of authentic 

humani ty and that love is man I s natural mode of relationship 

to others.82 The issue for him between theology and Heideggerls 

philosophy is over the character of manls fallenness and the 

condi tions of overcoming it. For the New Testament fallenness 
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can be overcome only by the act of God in Jesus Christ. For 

philosophy, knowledge of the possibility of authentic existence 

is the power to realize such existence. For Bultmann, man is 

completely under the bondage of sin, i.e. of willfulness and 

self-glorification. His attempts to realize his own existence 

bear witness to this. Heidegger's philosophy, insofar as it 

proclaims manls ability to realize authentic existence, is 

itself an expression of such willfulness.83 For Bultmann man 

is blind to the full extent of his fallennass and thus looks 

on theologyls talk of Itsin" as myth. This is the final 

e~ression of man's radical fallenness. Only encounter wi th 

the love of God can convince man that talk of sin is not 

myth, and render freedom possible. The New Testament's wi tness 

to Christ is an announcement that God acts and has acted to 

free man. We are now free to give ourselves to God and to 

ou1l. neighbor only because God has acted in Jesus Christ. 

Authentic exi stence has always been a possi bili ty ~ principle 

for man, but it becomes a possibility !!! ~ only in conse

quence of God's saving act in Jesus Christ. 84 

Thus for Bultmann there is nothing mythical about the 

Christ-occurrence in itself. Its central element is the 

historical figure, Jesus of Nazareth. Since details conceDing 

this great figure are contradictory their true intention must 
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must li e, not in their objective contents but in their exi s-

tential significance. The cross of Christ is a genuinely his-

torical event that takes place either as salvation or as 

judgment, precisely in the individual's decision for faith or 

for its absence. To believe in the cross is to accept it as 

one's own and to allow oneself to be crucified with Christ. 

The cross is a uni qu e presentati on of a pos si bi li ty for under-

standing one's exi stence that is relevant to all men and can 

be ,'actualized when they decide in its favor. And the signi-

ficance of the cross depended, for the first diSCiples, on 

its being the cross of Christ. For us today its significance 

depends on the fact that Christ is proclaimed as the 

cnlcified one who is also the risen Lord, not on historical 
85 

reconstructi on of the life of Jesus of Nazareth. When the 

proclamation asks us to believe in the death-resurrection 

of Jesus as salvati on-event it opens up the possibility for 

. 86 
an authentic exi stentiell self-understanding. 

For the first believers, not the word but the reality 

of the resurrection (which Ogden, with full support from 

Bultmann's ambiguous statements, interprets as "the gracious 

action of God whereby we are presented with the factual possi-

bili ty of authentic existence" through the annihilation of 

the power of death 87) preceded the emergence of fai the But 
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even their faith followed upon a proclamation, i.e., the procla-

mation of Jesus concerning himself. For the first disciples, 

as for us, the saving significance of Jesus was a matter -Of 

fai th, i.e, of ex:i.stentiell decision in the face of proclama-

tion. Thus for Bultmann the event of Christ is not a ITtVth but 

. d d . th . te t· 1 . . fi 88 1. S en owe "''1. en s n J. a S1. gn1. cance. 

Obvi ously one condi ti on for saying that talk of the 

action of God in the Christ-event is not rrvthological talk is 

that we ~ talk of God in a nonmythological way. Bultmann 

is insistent on this paint. At the same time he insists that 

I cannot speak of God's act as a phenomenon in the world that 

can be perceived apart from an existentiell encounter with it. 

This means that all talk of God's act is at the same time 

talk of ~ own existence. Bultmann distinguishes between 

myth and analogy. \'Ie ~ nonmythologically represent God's 

act as analogous to human action and the coTllIlIWlion of God and 

man as analogous to the communion of men with one another.
89 

Ogden maintains that Bultmann1s ntheory of analogy, While 

profoundly suggestive, and even essentially correct, is too 

fragmentary and undeveloped to secure Bultmannls intention 

against misunderstanding and to enable one who shares § to 
. 90 

make a carefully reasoned defense of his case. 1t 
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This introduces us to Ogden's criticism of Bultmann. 

Ogden shares a general emerging consensus that Bultmarm's 

theology, while resting on a clear grasp of the theological 

problematic of our day and coming close to providing an adequate 

solution, is in the last analysis logically inconsistent. It 

is generally agreed, by right- and left-wing critics of 

Bultmann, that his theology may be red:ilced to two fundamental 

propositions: (1) Christian faith is to be inte,rpreted 

exhaustively and without remainder as man's original possi bili ty 

of authentic historical (geschichtlich) existence, as this is 

more or less adequately analyzed in-the philosophy of Martin 

Heidegger; (2) Christian faith--and thus authentic existence-

is actually realizable as a possibility in fact only because 

of the historic (historisch) event Jesus of Nazareth. It is 

also generally agreed that these two propositions are mutually 

incompatible.91 For Ogden, if Christian faith is to be inter-

preted solely in existential terms then it must be independent 

of any historisch event. On the other hand, if it has a 

necessary connection wi th a particular historisch event then 

it may not be interpreted solely as man's original possibili ty 

of authentic geschichtlich existence.92 If authentic existence 

is a possibili ty in fact only because of the event Jesus of 

Nazareth, then it is not an original possibility of man which 



he is always obliged to realize. This is to frustrate one 

of the motives for identifying Christian faith with authentic 

self-understanding. Bultmann, if he is to be consistent, 

must surrender all serious talk of man's responsibility for 

his own authentic e:xistence.
93 

But is it not true, argues Ogden, that authentic. 

e:xistence is everywhere factually possible, not because of the 

event Jesus of Nazareth, but because man is always and every-

"lhere the object of God's love, which is omnipresently effi

cacious as a source of redemption? All that is requi.-red for 

authentic existence and thus for Christian fai th is some 

event--any event will do--in mich God's grace becomes a 

concrete occurrence and is received by a decision of fai th.94 

Thus, while Ogden maintai ns that "the sole norm of 

every Ie gi ti mat e theologi cal asserti on is the revealed word 

of God declared in Jesus Christ, expressed in Holy Scripture, 

and made concretely present in the proclamation of the Church 

through its word and sacraments,n
9S 

he rejects the position 

of Bultmann's critics on the I1right,tI e.g. Barth, to the 

extent that they claim that what is obviously mythology is 

to be accepted rrerely because it is in the New Testament.
96 

The demand for demythologleation must be accepted without 

condi tion.97 The mythology which the "rightr' supposes it 
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must affirm is irrelevant to the meaning of human existence.
98 

The "right" implies that the reality of God and his saving act 

is essentially independent of nan t s possi bili ties of exi stence, 

so that we may speak of one without speaking of the other. 

Any theology is mythologicall-1hich denies that statements about 

God may be interpreted as staterents about man and vice versa.99 

The left-wing cri tics of Bultmann--e.g., Fritz Buri--

maintain that the possibility of fai th in Jesus Christ is one 

with an ontological possibility belonging to man as such, the 

possi bili ty of authentic human existence, which "is constantly 

being made possible by reason of man's inescapable relation 

to the ultimate source of his existence. To be human means to 

stand coram deo and, by reason of such standing, to be continually 

confronted with the .gift and demand of authentic human existence. nlOO 

For Ogden, the Christian message itself not only 

permi ts but absolutely requires this emphasis on the freedom 

of God and man. The New Testament affirms, not that in 

Christ our salvation (ahthentic human existence) becomes 

possi ble, but that what has always been possible becomes 

manifest, is ~-presented defini tively in Christ.
lOI 

In 
102 

this exemplaristic viffii, the only condition of the kingdom 

is that a man "accept God's love for himself and thereby 

become free to respond to the concrete needs of his neighbors 
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103 
as and 'When they are made known to him in actual encounter. 1I 

It is not necessary that one must confess faith in Christ but 

that he understand himself authentiCally.l04 

Ogden thus accepts the first premise of Bultmann's 

theology, namely that Christian fro. th is to be interpreted 

wi thout remainder as man's original possi bili ty of authentic 

exi stence as this is clarified through appropriate philosophical 

105 
analysis. This is the first condition of a genuine post-

liberal theology. He admi ts wi. th Bultmann a need for analogy, 

but also a need for regarding God as somehow an "object" of 

thought as well as a "Subject'" in an encounter. God "may 

be as appropriately considered as man by philosophical analy-

106 
sis. 1t We will analyze Ogden's suggestions along this line 

in the next chapter. 

Ogden rejects the second premise of Bultmann's 

theology, that authentic human existence is actually reali-

zable as a possibility in fact only because of the event 

Jesus of Nazareth. The second condition of a genuine post-

liberal theology is that Christian faith (as authentic exis

tence) is always a possibility in fact because of the constant 

gift and demand of God's love, the ground and end of all 

created things. Such a theology must continue to maint~n, 

however, that the decisive manifestation of this love is the 
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event Jesus of Nazareth, which "fulfills and corrects" all 

other manifestations.l07 He interprets Romans 1, 18 ff. as 

indicating that authentic existence, or fai th in Christ, can 

be realized apart from fai th in Jesus or in the church's procla-

mati on. For Ogden, Paul does not affirm that what is presented 

im God's original self-disclosure is any different from what is 

gi ven in his final manifestation in Jesus of Nazareth. To 

deny that the content of these revelati ons is the same is to 

c:ontradict the clai m that men are without excuse for their 

108 
estrangement from God. Thus, It • • • ,the responsi bili ty of 

contemporary theology is to make clear that the hidden power, 

the inner meaning, the real substance, of ~ human happenings 

is the event of Christ,lt i.e., the "eternal word of God's 

unconditioned love, mich is the ground and end of all historical 

109 
events matever." 

Thus contemporary theology needs a more adequate 

expression of the Itobjective" reality of the event Jesus of 

Nazareth than Bultmann offers. This presentation will take 

the form of interpreting Jesus as a ~-presentation of man's 

original possi bili ty of existence coram~. Jesus' office 

as the Christ consists in his being the bearer of the eternal 

word of God's love, w1ich is tile transcendent meaning of all 

created things and the final event before which man must 
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decide his existence. "Jhat has taken place in Jesus of 

Nazareth is nothing more and nothing less than a definitive 

re-presentation of mants existence before God that has all 

the force of final revelation. The event of Jesus is some-

thing more than merely a human life and a human word of 

~tness, since Jesus does not merely speak ~ Godts 

f Ob t be tOt 0 t to 11 0 bOUt 110 orgJ.veness u s OWS 1. as an ens en l.e POSSl. 1. y. 

• • • To affirm that Jesus Christ is Lord is to affirm 
that the final promise in which we place our confidence 
is none of the many promises of the so-called gods of 
heaven and earth, but solely the promise of God t s 
unending love to all ,lho will but receive it. Likewise 
to affirm that Jesus Christ is Lord is to affirm that 
no demand may ultimately claim us except the one demand 
that we accept Godts love for us and thereby be freed 
to fulfill hi s command to love all the otheI'B whom he 
also already loves. To affirm this promise and this 
demand ~ the ~meaning of affirming the lordship 
of Jesus Christ. ,112 -----
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CHAP TER FOUR 

FROM MYTH TO "METAPHYSICS" 

Bul tmarm 's "ext stenti al interpretati on 11 can be properly 

carried out not only by first subjecting it to an immanent 

critique, such as we have just seen, but also by vierdng the 

Heideggerian analysis of human existence in the perspective 

of a general ontology which includes an analysis of divine 

existence. For this task, process philosophy is just as 

important as the phenomenology of Heidegger.
113 

Existentialism 

and process philosophy must be integrated. Process philosophy 

lacks an explicit anthropology and existentialism a general 

ontology.114 But they can complement one another, Ogden 

believes, in an integral manner. Thus Ogden's call for a 

correction of Bultmann by Hartshorne's philosophical theology 

is not a denial of the position that all theological statements 

are exi stenti al statements .115 Rather, "Hartshorne I s dipolar 

view of God provides a virtually exact counterpart to 

Heidegger's existentialist analysis of man.,,116 As we 

shall see Hartshorne and Ogden attempt to work out a 

doctrine of God in strict analogy to personal existence, 

and thus to present in its fullness a posi ti on on analogy 

which is barely more than suggested by Bultmann.117 

39 
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Ogden finds the problem of God to be central in 

contemporary theology because of nodern man's secularistic--

not merely secular--outlook. The principal manifestation of 

secularism is the opini on that knowledge according to tile 

method of science is the only knowledge there is. Secularism 

is evident also in those moral theories mich maintain that 

human action realizes /0 w.i.ll~ good beyond the merely human 

and neither requires nor admi ts of any transcendent justifi ca-

tion. 

Secularism is the negation of God's reality, especially 

insofar as it holds that theology can make no meaningful asser-

tions. Theology today must proceed with full awareness that 

its affirmation of God's reality is made in a situation in 

. li 118 lffil.ch that rea' ty is expressly denied. 

The secularists, such as Paul van Buren, support 

their position by constant reference to the mentality of 

modern secular man. But, like the liberal theologians before 

him, van Buren is undiscriminating in his assessment of our 

cultural situation. In addition, there are good reasons to 

doubt the logi cal consi stency of vanBuren's posi ti on. The 

posi ti vistic denial of the cognitive validity of all state-

ments except those -which are scientifi. c or analytic does not 

itself meet its own criteria. The secularist's unqualified 
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denials are not required by his positive affirmations of the 

autonqny and significance of secular 11fe.119 

As we have seen, Ogden regards secularism as an 

extreme expression of reaction, not against all theism, but 

against the supernaturalistic theism of the Itmetaphysical

theological tradition of the '-[estern world. tt120 For him the 

best way of sa.ving theism is, first, to recognize the validi ty 

of this reaction against "classical theism" and then to attend 

to and appropri ate the "neo-classi cal" al terna ti ve ncm being 

121 
offered. 

The existential sienificance of the neo-classical 

theism of Whitehead and Hartshorne is closely linked wi th 

Ogden's notion of fai th and religious truth. As we have seen, 

"true" has a single meaning for Ogden but there are never-

theless various criteria whereby one may knOtv whether the 

word ought to be used or not in the case of different 

assertions. The cri teri on to be accepted in a given case. 

depends on the kind of question to which the staeement 

under investigation is supposed to give an answer. In the 

case of religiOUS or theological questions, the question is 

that of fai the ItFai thll for Ogden means lithe confidence or 

assurance that life as such is worth li ving. tt122 Our global 

experience of ourselves in the world is a religious experience, 
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since we can be selves only because of our trust that our own 

existence is justified and made meaningful by the whole to 

which we belong. But this confidence is continually called 

in question by such "lirni t si tuationsII as death, guilt, and 

inescapable freedom. Our lives can never be made wholly 

123 
secure. These lind. t si tuations can only be problems for 

us, however, because we first have a confidence in life's 

meaning which permits them to be problems. The problem they 

pose is that of somehow making sense of this inevitable 

confidence. This for Ogden is ~ religious questionl 

All the religions of the world are efforts to provide an 

answer to this question.124 Religious assertions come to 

grips with the constant structure of our e:xperience and 

find it to be such as to warrant this confidence. 

Thus the claim to truth on the part of such asser-

tions must be supported by Ita prodigi ous philosophical 

undertaking. tt125 Theologians must find the "rightlt philo-

sophy which is the essential prerequisite of any adequate 

theological construction. Neither "classicalll metaphysics 

nor Heideggerian existentialism l'Ii.ll do. 

Because of the unique--indeed strange-meaning which 

Ogden gives to "faith, It he maintains that faith in God is 

unavoidable. Indeed, Christian fai th itself Itso understands 
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God that everyone must in some sense believe in him and no 

one can in every sense deny him. tt126 

For Ogden the Scri ptural affi rma ti on of God's reality 

implies that any secular or philosophical account of our 

experience which tries wholly to deny God carmot be entirely 

consistent. The God of Scripture is the necessary ground 

of all actual and possible being. Thus the reality of God 

must be essential to the common fai th or experience of all 

men. To eJq)erience anything at all is to ex:perience it 

together 'With God as its ultimate ground. And any adequate 

reflective account of our common human eJq)erience must some

how bear 'Witness to God's reality.127 

~fuat then of atheism? Ogden distinguishes two 

atheisms: an atheism in the bottom of the heart and an atheism 

at the top of the mind. The first is the more srr-ious. It is 

an existential--or existentiell-denial of God, identical 

wi th a misunderstanding of one's existence as a person; it 

is, says Ogden, compatible with a flawless orthodoxy in one's 

reflective beliefs. "One may affirm God's reality with one's 

mi nd as well a s one's 11 ps, and yet deny hi s reali ty by actu

ally existing as a godless man. n128 Ogden regards this 

unfaith not as an absence of faith but as the presence of 

fai th in a deficient or distorted mode, in the perverted form 



of idolatry. In Ogdents interpretation of idolatry, the 

idolater does not regard the non-divine thing as God but as 

having a uni que si gni fi cance as a symbol or sacrament of God t s 

presence. Thus, 

••• the real issue of faith at the deepest, existential 
level is never whether we are to believe in God, or 
even, as is sometimes said, what God we are to believe 
in; the issue, instead, is h'O'W'We are to believe in the 
only God in whom anyone l~~ '""'believe and in whom each of 
us somehow must believe. 

There are only two possibilities: to believe in God in such a 

way that we place our trust in him alone or to believe in him 

in such a way that we divide our trust betl-leen him and an idol. 

1~th regard to the atheism of the mind, Ogden makes 

three assertions: 

a) no correlation need exist between the reflective 

denial of God and the existential affirmations by which the 

person lives; 

b) one can explicitly deny God even while implicitly 

affirming him in his other reflective affirmations; 

c) fai th in God can be consciously present only in 

terms of some theistic scheme, which must be judged in terms 

of Christian faith, logical self-consistency, and congruence 

wi th experience. A particular scheme may be rejected without 

denying the faith for whi ch it claims to account. It is in 

this sense that the real force of the secularistic denial of 
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God is to explici tate the incompatibili ty between our secular 

experience and "the supernaturalistic theis!Tl of our intellectual 

t di ti 
,,130 ra on. 

Ogden supports his position on the inevi tabili ty of 

religious fai th by appealing to the analysis of religious 

language presented by the non-posi ti vis±.ic linguistic analyst, 

Stephen Toulmin. For Toulmin, religious questions are valid 

questions arising at the limits of scientific explanation or 

moral reasoning. Religious language and reasoning answer 

the questions arising at the limits of man's activities as 

moral actor and scientific knower. They are natural questions 

because they involve accepting ourselves and the world, 

pursuing scientific knowledge and embracing rooral imperatives, 

in spite of conditions that make the future uncertain. 

Religion is an attempt to provide reassurance. 

But to reassure someone is to restore to him an 

awareness of a confidence which has somehow been lost. 

Religious assertions re-present an original confidence 

concerning the nature of the ground of our confidence in the 

future. They do not cause this confidence, for there is a 

deeper faith preceding all religion. All moral decisions, 

for example, can be made only because we beli eve that they 

somehow make a difference 'Which cannot be annulled. 
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The word "God" refers to the objective ground of our 

confidence in the final worth of our existence. Secularity is 

a clear witness to God, for it consistently and emphatically 

affirms the final worth, autonomy, and significance of our 

existence and of our life in the world. The God whose reali ty 

is implied in secular affirmations is a God who grounds this 

confidence. Thus theology today must so conceive God as to 

render intelligible this ground of confidence. Such a God 

must be a reality genuinely related to our life in the world, 

so that we and our actions make a difference as to his actual 

being; and he must be a reality whose real relatedness to our 

life is itself relative to nothing and to whom our being and 

actions do not make a difference as to his eJdstence.
131 

Thus 

"classical supernaturalistic theismll will not do; it is, 

in fact, an enemy of seculari ty. 

Ogden thus makes a distinction between existence and 

actuali ty. "Existence ll is a constant whereas II ac tuali ty" is 

a variable, referring to the actual ~ of present existence. 

The "mere" attribution of existence to something--even to God--

in no "tlay specifies its actuali ty. 

God's existence must be conceived~-sic Ogden--as 

nonrelative or absolute, or else the significance of our mm 

life would be neither ultimate nor permanent and so could not 
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be the object of our unshakable confidence. But God's 

actuali ty is changeable. Thus a secular affirmation implies 

an intrinsically dipolar conception of God, a conception 

according to which God is both supremely relative and 

supremely absolute.133 

The starting-point for working out this new theistic 

ccnception must be what Whitehead speaks of as lithe reformed 

subjecti vi st principle," according to which an adequate answer 

to the question as to the meaning of "reality" can be given 

only by imaginatively generalizing elements disclosed in the 

analysis of subjects. The experiential basis of our theistic 

concepts must be our own existence as experiencimg selves. 

"Classical philosophy" derives from an orientation away from 

selfhood and tOli3.I'd the sensibly experienced world. Its 

fundamental categories are derived from "such things as 

tables and chairs, and persons as we may know them by 

observing their behavior. 1t Thus the chief category is 

"being or substance," i.e., "that which is essentially non-

temporal and lacking in real internal relations to anything 

beyond itself." The human self is interpreted as a special 

kind of substance. But, says Ogden, the self is hardly the 

Cartesian thinking subject who requires nothing but itself 

in order to exist.134 The self is rather relational or social, 
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a process of change involving past, present and future. I am 

a self only because of my real relatedness. Temporality is 

also constitutive of my selfhood; each occasion of experience 

is the present integration of remembered past and anticipated 

future into an ordered whole of significance. In each moment 

of decisi on I must select from the heri tage of the lIalreadylt 

and the wealth of the tlnot yettl and thus freely fashion myself 

in creative interaction with others.135 

The assumption of the self as paradigmatic for reality 

as such will result in a revolution in metaphysics. Real 

internal relations and intrinsic temporality will be seen to 

be, not mixed perfections peculiar to finite beings but 

simple perfections inherent in the meaning of "reali tyll as 
136 

such. The chief category for the interpretation of all 

reali ty must be, not tlsubstance ll or "being, II but "process" 

or "creative becoming." Whatever is is to be conceived as an 

element in creative becoming and so as analogous to our own 
137 

existence as selves. 

In this type of tlanalogy of being,,138 God must be 

concei ved as temporal and social, and thus as radi cally 

different from the IIbarren Absolute" of tradi ti onal theism. 
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The eminence of God must follow from, not contradict, the 

posi ti ve meaning of our fundamental concepts. God is the 

uniquely perfect instance of creative becoming and is imme-

dia~ely related to everything else that is) just as we are 

related to our bodies. God is Itcontinually in process of self-

creation, synthesizing in each new moment of his experience 

the whole of adrleved actuali ty with the pleni tude of possi

bili ty as yet unrealized. n139 He is a living and gromng 

God, but as such the truly eminent or perfect reality. 

Growing is not a mixed perfection but a wholly positive 

conception. "~ he is ever-changing is·i tself the pro

duct or effect of no change whatever, but is in the strictest 

sense changeless, the immutable ground of change as such, 

both his ovm and all others.n140 God is also the eminently 

incarnate One whose IIbody-sphere" is the entire mUverse. 

And his relatedness is the absolute ground of all relation-

ships, his own and those of others. 

Thus, for neo-classical theism, God is as eternal, 

im.rnutable, impassive, immaterial as in classical theism. But 

he is not simply identical wi th the Absolute. He is the 

supremely relative Thou who includes the Absolute as lithe 

abstract principle of his own concrete identi ty.II141 Again 

an analogy wi th our own selves is employed. "Just as in our 
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case, our defining characteristics are but abstract elements 

in our concrete experiences, so in the case of God, his attri

butes are really only abstractions.,,14
2 

But the whole of 

his perfection is an ever-new synthesis into his own life of 

all that has been and shall be.143 

Ogden does not think hi s neo-classi cal conception of 

God destroys the doctrine of creatio ~ nihilo. This is his 

way of reacting against any possible charge of pantheism. The 

point of the doctrine of creatio ~ nihilo is to deny that 

any being save God can be the necessary ground of whatever 

exists. In neo-classicism one cannot affirm that God was 

ever wi thout some actual wrld of creatures; and yet any such 

world ~ created out of nothing, since there was a time 

when it was not, when its potenti ali ty lay in the conj oint 

actuali ty of God and the precedent \lOrld.144 Thi sis not a 

denial, says Ogden, of creatio ~ nihilo. An assertion to 

the contrary cannot appeal to any theological warrant and is 

absurd. "After all, children do have parents; and classical 

theism itself has always been insistent (however incoherently) 

on the real agency of lsecondary causes. t \I 145 

More important for Ogden than that nee-classicism is 

genuinely theistic is the fact that it is able to do justice 
146 

to IImodern secularity." Only this dipolar God can ground 
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the ultimate significance of our life in the world. Only the 

eminently relative One can make possible a general confidence 

about the future. He can do this because he is immediately 

affected by all that we are and do; the future for 'Which vie 

li ve is his unending future, his self-creation, which is ad-

vanced or retarded by our causes and their issue. Our secular 

decisi ons are truly the s tuff of the "really real" and of 

permanent significance because they can increase the concrete 

perfection of God's everlasting life. Thus we have a motive 

to inspire us to maximize the being and joy of the world and 
141 

to endure our sufferings. 

'\-.T:ith regard to the SCriptural witness, thi s God 

of neo-classical theism renders the words "God is love" 

no longer foolishness but the sum of wisdom. His all-

embracing love is his absolute relativity and the beginning 

and end of all that is .148- The points at which ~oJhi tehead and 

HartshorYl have revised classical metaphysics are the very 

points at mich evengelical Ghristiani ty took issue loU th 

"classical theism. n149 

In an essay on "The Temporality of God, ,,150 Ogden 

further develops his thei sti c posi ti on by 'Way of commenting 

on an obscure footnote hidden in Martin Heidegger's Sein 1llld 

Zeit: 
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It requires no extensive discussion to show that the 
tradi tional concept of eterni ty, in the sense of the 
"stationary now" (nunc stans), is drawn from the vulgar 
understanding of ti.'Iiie"'and is limited by an orientation 
to the idea of "coYlstant" presence-on-hand. If the 
eterni ty of God would adrnkt of ooing "construed" philo
sophically, it could be understood only as a more primal 
telllPorali ty. ~'Jhether the via negationis et erninentiae 
couid o~fer5f possible way to this goal would remain 
md ertaJ. n. 

Since Heidegger I s philosophy aims at a completely 

general ontology or understanding of the meaning of being as 

such (das Sein)~s~-~and since the first and provisional --- ---- , 

task of this philosophy is an analysis of human existence 

because of its ontin and ontologi cal pri ori ty of access to 

being, a philosophical theology conceived along Heideggerian 

lines would, argues Ogden, offer a formal ontological analysis 

of the bej.ng of God. Its object would· not be God's existence 

but his ~ctuality or existentiality, i.e. the basic structure 

or essence that determines the godness of God.152 A stri ct 

analogy between the being of man and the being of God is pre-

supposed. In contrast to the Thomistic analogy, neo-classicism1s 

analogy affirms the sa'lle distinction of essence and exi stence 

in God as in man153, though of course for Ogden Existence 

is abstract and essence is concrete1 

The theism which Ogden sees to be possible on the 

basis of Heidegger1s footnote would imply that God, like man, is a 



IIbeing-in~the-world, II i.e., essentially related to a world of 

others by reason of a structure of IIcare ll similar to man' s.154 

Like man, God would have a past and a future, as well as a 

present, and a relation to his own past through memory and his 

own future through anticipation. God's eternity would thus be 

conceived as Itinfini telt (unendlich) temp or ali ty. In this way 

the analogy .. rl th human exi stentiali ty is thought to be preserved.
155 

Thi s means that God's temporali ty is such as not to be 

temporally determined, in the sense that there would be a 

"time" when God was not and a "time" when he shall be no 

more. God's past and future are literally limitless. God 

is not an utter negation of temporality but its eminent and 

° fO °t lifO to 156 J.n J.m e exemp J.ca J.on. Similarly, man is finite not 

only in time but also in space. Thus his relatedness to 

others is limi. ted. But God is infinite in respect to space 

and thus is related immediately to everything else that is. 

This is why he am be called the absolutely relative one. 

His "worldlt embraces all beings other than himself; his 

en:vironment is described as "the wholly internal environment 

encompassed by his not merely finite but infinite caree,,157 

Thus God's encounter with the world constitutes not some 

relati ve truth158 but absolute and defini ti ve truth.
159 
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The analogy between God and the human self implies, 

of course, that God I S action muSt be conceived in analogy to 

man's action. Now human acti on, says Ogden, is the acti on 

whereby the self as such is constituted. ~W outer acts of 

word and deed express and implement the inner decisions 

whereby I constitute myself as a self. Basically there are 

only two possibilities of selfhood: selfhood as open or closed, 

as loving or hating. The primary meaning of God's action lies 

in the fact that God, in his actuality, consti tutes himself 

in e~ch new present as God by participating completely in the 

world of his creatures.l60 It is in these terms that we are 

to understand God as creator and redeemer. This conception 

takes us beyond a Bultmannian (even corrected Bultmannian) 

€Xi stentiali sm. 

On this conception, to say that God acts as the Creator 
is not merely to say that both I and my world are utterly 
dependent on his pNer and love and that I am bound to be 
obedient to his will as it pertains to myself and my world. 
That this existential meaning is the indirect meaning of 
the statement is to be readily granted. But what it 

directly says is that the ultimate ground of every actual 
state of the world is not just the individual decisions 
of the creatures who constitute its antecedent states, 
but rather these decisions as responded to by God's 
own deci si on of pure unbounded love. In a si mi lar ,-laY, 
to say that God acts as Redeemer is to say more than that 
I now have the possibility of that radical freedom from 
myself and openness to the world that constitutes the 
authentic exi stence of love. It is also to say--and 
that directly--that the final destiny both of myself 
and of all my fellow creatures is to contribute ourselves 
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not only to the self-creation of the subsequent worlds of 
creatures, but also to the self-creation of God, who accepts 
us without condi tion into his arm everlasting life, where 
we have f6final standing or security that can nevermore 
be lost. 

If everyone of our bodily actions is an action of our 

selves, then every creature must in a sense be God's action. 

But, scvs Ogden, there are still certain happenings which may 

be said to be God's action in a special sense, i.e., wherever 

an event in history manifests God as creator and redeemer. 

This is particularly true of human actions in which man expresses 

his understanding of the ultimate meaning of his existence 

through symbolic speech and action. ~~n's words and deeds 

always carry wi thin themselves a possibili ty of brercaning. 

an act of God. But, in the last analysis, this can be true 

of any event which is received by someonQ as a symbol of 

God's creative and redemptive action. Insofar as it is thus 

received, it is God's act in history.162 When we say that 

Jesus Christ is the decisive act of God, we mean that in 

this event, in distinction from all others, the ultimate 

truth about our existence is normatively re-presented. This 

event has the power to decide all other claims to reveal the 

divine meaning. In this (purelye.xemplaristic) sense the 

decisive act of God in Jesus can be called with Tillich the 

final revelation.163 
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Our presentation of Ogden's doctrine of God will 

close with a brief outline of this doctrine's implications 

for Itthe promise of faith." For Ogden, our final destiny 

as men is to be loved by the pure unbounded love of God, to 

whom we make a difference which is of everlasting significance, 

in that the present moment for God rever slips into the past 

as it does for us but is caught up in an ever-new synthesis. 

God knows all things for what they are and will continue to 

know and love them forever. Because he is affected ~ all 

things, they are forever resurrected in his own everlasting 

life. lI'Ibis, I believe, is the promise of fai th. n164 

Such an interpretation leaves completely open the 

question of whether we somehow IImanage" to survive death as 

conscious subjects. Ogden feels that to regard such a belief 

as integral to Christian fai th is mistaken. The demythologi-

zation of the New Testament leaves little to justify such a 

supposi tion. tt ••• belief in subjective immortality is not 

ito be numbered" among the "beliefs that have their basis and 

warrants in Christian fai th itself .,,165 

This is not the place to go into the arguments which 

have been given in Christian tradition for the immortality of 

the soul or the exegesis of .Scriptural texts dealing wi th 

resurrecti on and eternal life. It would seem fairly well 



agreed by Scriptural exegetes that the interpretation Ogden 

here gives, which smacks of a new variation of the theme of 

lIexhausti vely reali zed eschatology", is quite well discredited 

aeftng Scripture scholars. His forthright position on this 

matter, and its obvious connection with the rest of his thought, 

should provide sufficient warrant for raising and pursuing 

the question of whether his doctrine of God can be accepted as 

an adequate expression of Christian belief. 

Throughout this paper we have offered cri ti cisms 

of Ogden's theology which we will not attempt to summarize 

here. Let us simply say that his transposition from myth 

to existentialism is exemplaristic wi th regard to the person 

of Jesus Christ and runs the risk of Pelagianism in regard 

to the doctrine of divine grace; and that his transposition 

from myth to "metaphysics tt completely overlooks the real 

starting-point and problematic of the metaphysics of Thomas 

Aquinas, who is presumably for Ogden the main voice in the 

tradition of "classical theism." Hith regard to the first 

difficulty, his criticisms of contemporary secularism are 

not adequate enough to prevent his own theology from succumbing 

to the greatest defect of secularism, which is not logical 

inconsistency or historical inaccuracy, but the attempt of 

man by himself to achieve his own salvation. Ogden is as 
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much a victim of the myth of the world come of age as any of 

the secularist.s whom he criticizes. With regard to the second 

point, our concluding chapter on the theism of Bernard Lonergan's 

Insight should demonstrate that Ogden's cd ticisms of "classical 

themsm" are aimed at a caricature and that there is no need to 

go the route of a process philosophy of God. In this final 

chapter we will attempt to deal with the main metaphysical 

points missed by Ogden. 

Ogden has presented clearly many of the problems which 

confront contemporary theology. He has, I fear, resolved 

none of them, at least if theology is to remain Christian 

theology, fides quaerens intellectum. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

"CLASSICAL THEISW' REVISITED 

In this chapter we will look briefly at several 

elements of the theism of Bernard Lonergan. Although a 

study of the texts of Thomas Aquinas would serve to point 

up the inaccuracy of Ogden's reading of Thomist metaphysics, 

Lonergan's theistic scheme not only is in essential harmony 

wi th that of Aquinas but also deals wi th the problem in 

answer to contemporary difficulties and demonstrates that 

Thomist metaphysics cannot be legitiMately accused either 

of logical inconsistency or existential irrelevance. ThUSG 

we turn our attention now to this contemporary theologian. 

Although Lonergan admi# that the question of God 

can be raised in many contexts his treatment in Insight 

arises out of the probleJ'Tl of evil, the recognition of man's 

incapacity for sustained development and integration of his 

relations with other nEn in society. He is concerned with 

an integration of human living through a knowledge that goes 

beyond or transcends the knowledge of the sciences, cornmon 

sense, and the treatment of ~etaphysics limited to propor

ti onate being. Thus he is concerned wi th a development in 
166 

man's knowledge relevant to a development in man's taing. 

59 
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Any argument that such a theism is "existentially repugnantlt 

will have to come to terns wi th this 1.mderlying intention. 

An understanding and a cri tical affirmation of 

Lonerganls argumentation on the problem of God demand the 

self-appropriation of onels own rational self-consciousness 

which is the goal of the first eighteen chapters of Insight. 

Here we can simply di sengage several important features of 

this intricate analysis which are pertinent to the present 

discussion of the problem of God.' 

Lonergan distinguishes between a heuristic structure 

and its determination. "The simple fact that man knows 

through intelligent inquiry and rational reflection, enables 

him to determine in advance certain general attributes of 
, \ 

the object under investigation.,,2 In this case, then, he 

is concerned wi th delineating what we can and do know about 

transcendent being before the attainment of an act of under-

standing that enables us to grasp what any transcendent being 

is. He is concerned with the knowledge of God that consists 

in knOWing that he is but not what he is. 

This knowledge is transcendent knm·fledge. "Trans-

cendence" is used here in the general sense of IIgoing beyond.1I 

Lonergan defines being heuristically as IIwhatever can be 

grasped intelligently and affirmed reasonably. II But in hUman 
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knowledge there is a realm which precedes intelligent grasp 

and reasonable affirmation, the realm of sensible and imagi-

native experience. Being is proportionate or transcendent 

according as it lies wi thin or without this domain of 

experience. Transcendent knowledge would be knowledge 

which goes beyond knowledge of proportionate being. The 

possibility of trans~endent knowledge is the possibility of 

grasping intelligently and affirming reasonably a trans-

cendent being, a being which does not fall wi thin the domain 

of sensible and imaginative experience. 

Prior to the reasonable affirmation of transcendent 

being there must be an intelli gent grasp. An intelligent 

erasp of transcendent being can occur only on the basis of an 

extrapolation from proportionate being. The question enabling 

us to extrapolate is, "What is being?1t This question can be 

answered only by an unrestricted act of understanding, an 

act of understanding everything about everything. ItFor 

being is completely universal and completely concrete; apart 

from it, there is nothing; and so knowledge of what being 

is cannot be had in anything less than an act of understanding 

168 
everything about everything. 1t No indefinite process of 

development, no ever-new synthesis of past achievements and 

future possi bili ties will do. The content of developing 
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understanding never is the idea of being, for there are 

always further questions to be answered. Only the content 

of an unrestricted act of understanding can be the idea of 

being. The idea of being is absolutely transcendent, in 

that it assigns the ultimate limit to the whole process of 

going beyond. 

Now man cannot answer the question, ''What is being?" 

since he cannot enjoy an unrestricted act of understanding. 

But he can determine a number of features of the answer 

IIby proceeding on the side of the subject from restricted 

to unrestricted understanding and on the side of the object 

from the structure of proportionate being to the transcendent 

idea of being. n169 

What is the idea of being? It is, first, the content 

of an unrestricted act of understanding, and is thus 

absolutely transcendent. Since an unrestricted act of 

understanding leaves no questions to be asked, no part of 

its content can be impJicit or obscure or indistinct. This 

idea of being is an idea of the total range of intelligibility 

and consequently of the good. It must be ~ idea, "for if 

it were many, then either the !'lany would be related intelli-

gibly or not. If they were related intelligibly, the alleged 

many would be intelligibly one, and so there would be one 

idea. If they were not related intelligibly, then either there 



would not be one act oR the one act would not be an act of 

understanding. nl70 Thus no multiplicity and, a fortiori, no 

succession of ideas ldll answer the question, "'VJhat is being?" 

But it is an idea of l11a.Ily, for it understands everything that 

is in all aspects and details. 

The idea of being is itself immaterial, non-temporal, 

and non-spatial. Now even our own restricted acts of und.er

standing are immaterial for they abstract from the lIempirical 

residue," i.e. individuality, the space-time continuum, parti

cular times and places, constant velocity, non-systematic 

divergence of actual fr~quencies. Understanding is not consti

tuted by the empirical residue, for inasmuch as we are 

understanding, we are abstracting from that residue. Nor 

is understanding intrinsically dependent upon the er.lpirical 

residue, since, again, it abstracts from it. Our own 

restricted acts of understanding are nontemporal at least 

in the sense that our understanding is not involved in the 

continuous time of local motion, even though it,~ 

develop and so is involved in ordinal time. Our own restricted 

understanding is also non-spatial for it deals with the non

countable multi pli ci ty of space through invariants independent 

of particular spatial standpoints. 

NOV1, because the idea of being is the content of an 
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unrestricted act of understanding and because understanding is 

intrinsically independent of the empirical residue, the idea 

of being must be immaterial, non-temporal, and non-spatial, 

preci sely ~ intrinsically independent of the e'Tlpirical resi-

due. But since the act of understa.'1ding in question is 

unrestricted it understands perfectly beings that are material, 

temporal, and spatial. 

If the idea of being is one but of the !1lany, imma-

terial but of the Material, non-temporal but of the temporal, 

non-spatial but of the spatial, there must be in the idea 

of being a primary cO!llponent grasped inasmuch as there is a 

single act of understanding and a secondary component grasped 

inasmuch as the primary component is grasped. "For just as 

the infinite series of positive integers is understood inas-

much as the generative principle of the series is grasped, 

so the total range of beings is understood inasmuch as the 

171 
one idea of being is grasped." The primary component is 

the unrestricted act 1s understanding of itself; the secondary 

component is the unrestricted ac:t 1 s understanding of everything 

else because it understands itself. The primary component 

in the idea of being--the unrestricted act 1s understanding 

of i tself--is one, immaterial, non-temporal, and non-spatial. 

The secondary co~onent in the idea of being--the unrestricted 
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act's understanding of everything else because it understands 

itself--is many and includes the ~aterial, the temporal, and 

the spatial. 

The prinary component in the idea of being is the 

'lmrestricted act of understanding. 

For if an act of 'lmderstanding is unrestricted, it 
understands. understanding; it understands not only 
restricted ac~s but also the 'lmrestricted act; under
standing the unrestricted act it must understand its 
content, othenrise the understanding of the unrestricted 
act would be restricted; but the content of the 
unrestricted act is the idea of being, and so if the 
unrestricted act understandsl~~self, it thereby also 
understands everything else. 

Thus the unrestricted act of understanding is the 

primary intelligible in the idea of being, an intelligible 

that is identical wi th intelligence in act. What are grasped 

inasmuch as the 'lmrestricted act understands itself are the 

secondary intelligibles, everything that is to be understood 

about everything else, including the concrete patterns of 

diverging series of scattering conditions which form for ~ 

the non-systematic yet concretely intelligible domain under-

stood by statistical laws. 

For the unrestricted act of understanding proceeds, not 
from a grasp of abstract systems of laws, but from a 
grasp of itself; it does not attempt the impossible task 
of relating through an abstract system the concrete 
patterns but grasps the lot of them in a single view 
inasmuch as it understands itself. It does not offer 
either to deduce or to predict events, for it has neither 
need nor use for deduction or prediction since in a 
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single view it grasps the totality of concrete patterns 1'13 
and in each pattern the totality of its relevant events. 

Deduction and prediction are unnecessary and impossible 

for the unres:tricted act of tmderstanding. Such an act could 

deduce only if it advanced in knowledge; but it already knO'l-lS 

everything. Such an act could predict if SOme events were 

present relative to it and other events were future relative 

to it; but such an,act is non-temporal, outside the totality 

of te'7lporal sequences which is part of the everything about 

everything else that it grasps in understanding itself. 

Is there such an tmrestricted act of understanding? 

In order to answer this we must ask about causality. Causes 

are the objective and real cotmterpart of the questions raised 

by the desire to know. Different kinds of questions seek 

different kinds of causes. Causes can be external or inter-

nal; internal causes are the central and conjugate potency, 

form, and act which constitute the ontological structure 

of proportionate being isomorphic to human experiencing, 

tmderstanding, and judging. External causes may be effi-

cient, final, or exemplary. If these principles are of 

ge neral v ali di ty, then we will be led to affirm a first 

agent, a last end, and a primary exemplar of the universe of 

proportionate being. 
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174 ~ 
Now, if being is intelligible, then what is ap"rt 

from intelligibili ty is notp:i.ng. Thus to talk about mere 

matters of fact that admi. t no explanation is to talk about 

nothi ng • But one cannot c onfi ne hUI:1an knowledge lod thi n the 

domain of proportionate being wi thout condemning it to mere 

r.1atters of fact without explanation and so stripping it even 

of knowledge of proportionate being itself. That is, one 

cannot confine human knowledge to proporti onate being loti thout 

rendering it impossible as knowledge of anything. For know-

ledge is in judgment and judg:'1ent rests on a grasp of a 

conditioned that happens to have its conditions fulfilled, 

a grasp of a "hypothetical necessity.1t Every proportionate 

being is contingent in its every aspect; as a llBtter of 

fact it is, but only because it happens to have its condi-

tions fulfilled. If this happening is ultimate it is a 

mere matter of fact without explanation; it is unintelli-

gi ble; it is nothing. 

The most·fundamental of all questions asks about 

existence (not Existenz), but existence cannot be accounted 

for wi thin the limits of proportionate being. Knowledge of 

transcendent being cannot be excluded if there ic&. proportionate 

being and if being is intelligi ble. Transcendent being cannot 

be contingent in any respect for if it were it would be a mere 



matter of fact without explanati on. Its exi stence--which is 

not "abstract identi tyll (whatever that is 1 )--must be necessary 

and self-explanatory. And as such it must ground the intelli

gi bili ty (and thus the being and value) of everything about 

everything else that is. (Thus no Janus-like dipolar God is 

needed to ground the "signifi cance and worthwhileness of our 

life in the world"). For reasons that '\ve will not go into 

in greater detail here this IIgroundingll is efficient, exemplary, 

and final causali ty. Now thi s ultimate necessary ground 

cannot be necessitated in grounding a contingent universe nor 

can it be arm trary in grounding an intelligible and thus 

good universe; thus the universe must proceed freely from the 

reasonable choice of a rational consciousness. Ogden's argUMent 

(see above, p. 20) that "classical theism" ends up in lithe 

hopeless contradiction of a wholly necessary creation of a 

wholly contingent world" is specious and uninforMed. For this 

wholly contingent world is precisely what requires a neces

sarily existing, self-explanatory transcendent being who is 

an unrestrictea act of understanding as as such is free. A 

necessarily exi sting, free being is not a IIhopeless contra

diction. 1t 

For Lonergan it is one and the same trdng to understand 

what being is and to understand what God is. Now, in order 

to understand what being is one would have to enjoy an unre-
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stricted act of tmderstanding, which of course li.es beyond the 

capaci ty of human intelligence. Thus there is this sense in 

'which we do not know what GOct/-s. But certain implications of 

our extrapolation to an unrestricted act of understanding and 

to transcendent being can help us to formulate a notion of God 

in a heuristic fashion. He will mention some of the elements 
I 

in .this heuristic notion. 

The unrestricted act of understanding would be by 

identi ty a primary intelligible. This act, as unrestricted, 

would be invulnerable as understanding and would know that 

it was invulreerable. Knowing itself as invulnerable it would 

be a reflective act of understanding which would grasp itself 

as uncondi tioned and therefore true. 1'hus the primary intelli-

gible, by identity, would be the primary truth. As known 

by true understan:ling, the primary truth would be the primary 

being. As identically intelligent and intelligible it would 

be spirt tual. 

The primary being would be wi thout defect, lack, or 

imperfection. Otherwise the unrestricted act of~understanding 

would grasp what was missing, i.e. it would grasp a restriction 

in the unrestricted act. In addition, as self-explanatory, 

the primary intelligible must be unconditional and thus not 

dependent on anything else. The priMary being is simple (not 



dipolar), for it is a single act that is at once unrestricted 

understanding, perfect affir1dng, perfect loving, the primary 

intelligible, the primary truth, and the primary good. As 

perfect, it is beyond all development; thus it is timeless and 

eternal. 

The secondarl intelligibles, or the secondary component 

in the idea of being, which is the content of the unrestricted 

act of' understanding which the primary being is, are condi tiobed, 

since they are what is to be understood if the primary intelli

gible is understood. Thus they are distinct from the primary 

intelligible, the primary being. But they are not necessarily 

distinct realities; they may be mere objects of thought. 

As perfect the primary being must be the omnipotent 

efficient cause, capable of grounding aQY possible universe 

and originating any instance of the good. As the unrestricted 

act of understanding, the primary being is the omniscient 

exemplary cause, graspimg in itself the intelligible order 

of every possi ble um verse of beings. 

Since the secondary intelligibles need not be dis

tinct realities, they are not unconditioned in being, intelli

gibility, and goodness. Thus they are contingent. But if 

they exist, then as contingent they cannot be necessary and 

as being they cannot be arbitrary. Thus they must exist as 
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freely caused by the primary being. Thus, once again, the 

primary being is free, and this is no contradiction to its 

necessary existence. 

Lonergan's notion of God as Creator is different from 

Ogden's, rhich, despite hi s protestations to the contrary, 

does not allow for creatio ex nihilo. en Ogden's account 

God's efficient causality is limited to fashioning and ordering 

pre-existent matter. If this were the case, says Lonergan, 

the existence of this matter would be unexplained, and thus 

the natter would be nothing. 

God's conserving causal activity is also different 

for Lonergan. Causality can be affirmed wherever there is a 

relation of dependence of effect on cause. Causality is not 

"an imaginable 'influence' occupying the space lt between cause 

and effect. Nor is ita change in the cause, "for the fire 

does not change when it ceases to cook the potatoes and begins 

to cook the steak. n175 

Lonergan and Ogden both consider God as personal. But 

they define "person" differently. For Ogden, "the very meanihg 

of 'person' is to be related to others. If it doesn't mean 

that, it doesn't mean anything. n176 For .Lonergan, "person" 

means "rational self-consci ousness." n ••• an unrestricted 

act of rational self-consciousness • • • clearly satisfies 
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all that is meant by the subject, the perEon, the other with 

an i ntelli gence and a reasonablenes s and a 'Wi IIi ng that is 

his own. u177 The difference hinges upon what is intrinsic 

to knowing and loving. For Ogden, know.ing must be dependent 

upon what it knows, not vice versa. For Lonergan knowing, 

intrinsically, is intentional union wi th the known. Nothing 

else is necessari~ required for an act to be an act of 

knowing. On this view, lOVing would be also a matter of 

union, which does not intrinsically involve reciprocation 

and dependence. Thus God's love for us would not have to be 

tied up with his being affected by us in his "actual state of 

being"; it vlould not be an "iMplemental love. 1I178 There is 

no reason to claim that such a God is tlexistenti.ally repugnan,£.tI 

That this is the case is amply demonstrated by the final 

chapter in Insight where Lonergan presents the heuristic 

structure of a solution to the problem of evil on the basi s 

of the notion of God which he has developed. The solution 

whose structure he proposes is entirely consonant with the 

full Biblical message. 
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ISchubert M. Ogden, Christ vIi thout Myth: A Study Based 
on the Theology of Rudolf Bultmann. New York: Harper, 19~ 
p:- -r:- (Henceforth eM). The fact that Ogdcm 1 s later book, 
The Reali ty of God, attempts in places to draw upon and cri ti
cize such Catholic theologians as Henri de Lubac and John 
Courtney :Hurray would seen to indicate that the vast company 
atte~pting theological construction tod~ now extends for him 
beyond Protestant theologians. 
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New York: Harper and Row, 1963;iP. 120. 
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7Ibid., pp. 16 f. 
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RG, pp. 120 f. It ~ll be obvious that our view is 

that Ogden-has given w~ to the same danger. 

9Ibid., p. 122. It is significant, I believe, that in 
his essayOileschatology (liThe Promise of Faith,n ~ pp. 206-
230), which, from a dogmatic point of view, is probably the 
most questionable of all his positions, Ogden seems to contra
dict this insistence on including all elements regarded as 
essential to the Scriptural wi tness: "The seriousness of our 
own syste~tic concern must be evidenced by gratefully receiving 
whatever guidance may be available to us .from the New Testament. 
Our answer to the common question must indeed be our own, and 
i t ~ ~ be ~ ~ will find it necessary to depart from 
~ ~ the things said ~ the New Testament theologians:r.-\El.npha
sis added). ltJhile it is true that Ugden does not think he is 
leaving out anything essential to the Scriptural wi mess by 
regarding the question of subjective survival of death as an 
open question, it is at least worthy of note that in the very 
essay in which he thus treats the question of death he finds 
it legitimate at times to depart fro"1- what is said in the New 
Testament. 
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llIbid., p. 20. The question -:nust be raised whether 
Ogden has not fallen victin to the myth of the "world come of 
age, n the propagation of which is perhaps conter.tporary theo
logy's greatest sin. His confidence in the secular affirmation 
of the autono~ and significance of life here and now not only 
smacks of the new Pelagianism which especially characterizes 
Arneri.can culture, philosophy, and theology, but also involves 
him in a denial that resurrection, in the sense of self-conscious 
survival of the individual--including the individual, Jesus 
Christ--is integral to Christian faith: a highly dubious 
example of fidelity to the Scriptural witness (1 Cor 15, 19: 
"If for this life only we have hoped in Christ, we are of all 
men most to be pi tied. lI ) 

l2Ib"d 1 6 -2-.' pp. -. 

l3CM, pp. 17 f. 

14Ibid ., p. 18. Our most serious criticisms of Ogden's 
theology will not have to do ~nth the logical self-consistency 
of his thought. The difficulties lie rather in his lack of 
fai thfulness to and reliance on Scripture for SO:'le of his 
affirmations and in his metaphysics of process. The theolo
gian can take neither logical self-consistency nor relevance 
as any II fi nal te s t of adequacy. II 

l5RG, p. 56. If one accepts the distinction which 
Bernard Lonergan makes between conceptualists and intellectualists, 
Ugden is surely a conceptualist. He is more concerned with 
sui table and clear concepts than with true judgments. His 
scanty analyses of human experi ence' s structure in no way 
differentiate the moment of judgment from that of conception. 
It is perhaps for this reason, more than any other, that, 
despite his talk of contingency, he never realizes the impli
cations for ~xistential metaphysics of a judgmental recog-
ni ti on of proportionate· being as contingent. In addition, 
for Ogden it seems equally imvPortant to say that God is the 
ground of all possible being as to say that he grounds all 
actual being. 

16Ibid• Here ~le see an echo of the contemporary exis
tentialist insistence on historicity or historicality. This 
emphasis is valuable. On the other hand, it is not exhaustiie 
of what can be said about the possibility of true knowledge. 
If it were, the only issue would be complete relativism. 
Again, the absence of a theory of judgment is determinative. 



fhe limited character of concepts does not rule out the possi
bility of true affirmations. If it were so, every sentence 
in Ogden's books would be false. The absence of a theory of 
judgment is also responsible for Ogden's statement that a 
Normaldogmatik is untenable. If one's analysis of knowledge 
stops with a theory of concepts, then all dogmas of the Church 
would have to be only cultural approximations at best. 

l7"However absurd talki ng about God mi ght be, it could 
never be so obviously absurd as talking of Christian faith 
wi thout God. If theology is possible today only on secular
istic terms, the more candid way to say this is to ad..u t that 
theology is not possible today at all. 

" _ •• Faith in God of a certain kind is not merely 
an element in Christian faith along with certain others; it 
simply is Christian faith, the heart of the matter itself •••• 
All talk of a Chri stian theology post Illortem dei .is, in the 
last analysis, neither hyperbole nor evidence of originality 
but merely nonsense. II ~., pp. 14 f. 
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~., p. 122. 

19~., p. 123. 
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Ibid., p. 72. 

21For material on ott, see James 11. Robinson and John 
B. Cobb, Jr., The Later Heidegger ~ TheolOgy, New York: 
Harper and Row, 1963, especially Ott's own contribution, ''1'lhat 
is Systematic Theology?", pp. 77-111 and Ogden's, "The Under
standing of Theology in Ott and Bultmann," pp. 157-173. 

22~, pp. 74-77. 

23Ibid., pp. 78-81. For a fuller treatment see Ogden's 
essay in The Later Heidegger and Theology_ 

2~G, p. 82. 
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~., pp. 82 f. 

26Ib"d _1_., pp. 84-87. 

27~., p. 89. 

28Ib "d ---2:-. , p. 88. 
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30Ibid., p. 93. Ogden never seems to tell us exactly 
what the constant structure of our experience of reality is. 
He assumes elements from Heidegger's analysis of Dasein in 
Sein und Zeit which presumably for him would be the details 
of theconstant structure of our experience. But is it not 
true that Heidegger is concerned to lay out prereflective, 
existentiell awareness only? Are there not further levels to 
our experience of reality? I would agree that one method-
though not the only method--of arriving at an expli ci t meta
physics is by conceiving metaphysics, with Lonergan, as the 
"integral heuristic structure of proportionate being, \I and 
thus to work t<mard an explici t metaphysics by taking being 
to be isomorphic wi th knm-..'ing. But such a working-out of 
explici t metaphysics begins with a detailed account of the 
structure of human cognitional performance and takes being 
as isomorphic to that entire structure, i.e., as proportionate 
being. It is simply not clear what Ogden means by metaphysics 
and metaphysical assertions. 

I should add that I have one reservation with Lonergan's 
cogni tional analysis. I believe that he overlooks the intel
lectual element in experience, the first level of his cogni
tional structure. I believe that judgments are made at the 
level.£!. experience, though they are not what Lonergan calls 
IIreasonable affi rna ti ons, II i.e., judgments based on the 
reflecti \6 grasp of the virtually uncondi ti oned and thus 
containing their own criterion of adequacy. Now, if being 
is isomorphic wi th ~nowing, and if experience, as the first 
level of knowing, itself contains an intellectual element 
distinguishing it from animal awareness, this also leaves 
open the possibility that potency, the ontological element 
proportionate to e}~erience in Lonergan's metaphysics, can 
be given a somewhat Itricher" t;reatment than Lonergan gives 
it, a treatnent which might be more consonant with the 
treatment of Aquinas. 

31Ibid• 

32 
~., pp. 148 f. 

33Ibid., p. 97. It is questionable how urgent it now 
is to meet the challenges of a van Buren, since the radical 
theology which he represents seems to have inti ted reouersal 
wi th amazing rapidity. The death-og-God theology is dead. 
On the other hand, lie cannot but agree with Ogden that the 
theological e}.aborati on of Christian fai th must employ meta
physics. Our only question will concern the adequacy of the 
metaphysics of Ogden; indeed, we will have to ask whether it 
can be called metaphysics at all. 
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~., p. • 

35 Ibid., pp. 27 f. 

36Ibid., p. 111. Ogden quotes from Stephen Toulmin, 
The Uses or-irgument, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1958;-p. 32. 

37RG, p. 113. Ogden thus seems to identify assent 
wi th belief. It is difficult to see: a) how he can speak of 
metaphysics as having something to say about "hOYl things are" 
and yet not use confonni ty 'Wi th "how things are" as his cri
tenon of metaphysical and theological truth, in fact of all 
truth; and b) how he can speak of a true metaphysics at all 
when he takes credi bi li ty as hi s cri teri on of truth. Certainly 
this is not the view of the truth of metaphysics which most 
metaphysicians have used--and Ogden iss 0 insi stent on paying 
respect to usage t 

38
Ibid., pp. 113 f. 

390gden rejects also the attempts of idealism and of 
the positivistic branch of linguistic analysis. We have already 
seen sO:lething of his objection to the latter attempt to deal 
with theological assertions. His cri ticisms of idealism are 
not spelled out in much detail. 

40RG, p. 158. 
41

0 

Ib~d. 

42Ibid., pp. 158 f. 

43Ibid ., p. 17. How many adherents of a metaphysical 
posi tion based on the philosophy of Thomas Aquinas would say 
they are heirs of a tradi ti on which has been dominant and 
influential in Hestern culture? 

Never once does Ogden distinguish the work of Aquinas 
from the long line of "classical thei sm" whi ch, supposedly has 
been with us since the "age of the Fathers" and even from the 
time of "~ek metaphysics. 1t In addition, never once does he 
tell us exactly what ItGreek metaphysics lt i s--or rather whose 
it is. Arguments over the relevance and accuracy of the popular 
distinction between Greek and Hebrew thought often end up as 
shouting matches; but someone must be there to shout, "\o1hich 
Greeks and which Hebrews are you talking about?" 
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48Ibid., p. 163. 

49~., p. 18. 

50Ibid • 

51Ib"d -2:.,..., 

52-"b "d J. ~ • 

p. 49. 

53~., p. 50. 

54Ibid ., p. 118. It is hardly necessary to state that 
anyone fami."""liar with Aquinas I doctrine of God would say that 
this God has been utterly misrepresented by Ogden as the Itimper
sonal Absolute of the Greek metaphysics oneing. 1I Further 
queBtions ~ay also be asked: what other metaphysics can there 
be than a metaphysics of being? Which Greek metaphysics is 
Ogden referring to? w1dch Greek metaphysics speaks of an 
impersonal Absolute? vIhich Christian philosophy identifies 
God with such an impersonal Absolute? Where is the evidence? 

55Ibid., pp. 150 f. Ogden has really said nothing 
about "the classical analogia entis." What is a relational 
concept? vJhere in the works of Aquinas is it said that relational 
concepts are predicated analogously of God? Is Ogden speaking 
of a concept such as "Father"? Does Aquinas predicate "Father" 
analogously of God? 'V'Jhat kind of perfections does Aquinas 
predicate analogously of God? See ~ Theologiae, I, q. 13, 
passim. 

56Ibid., p. 17. 

57~bid. -
58Ibid • On p. 00, actus purus is defined as "the 

simultaneo~ctualization of all (even incompossible) possi
bili ties of being and value. 1t Really! 
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theism" to satisfy modern man t s insistence on logical self

consistency.56 (he of the difficulties is with the doctrine 

of creation. "Classical theismlt tells us that God creates 

the world freely, as the contingent world our e:xperience shows 

it to be. But we are also told that God's act of creation 

is one with his own eternal essence, 'Which is in every respect 

necessary. Thus we are g:i ven "the hopeless contradiction of 

a wholly necessary creation of a wholly contingent world.,,57 

Another difficulty regards the end of man. For "classical 

theism. the end of man is to serve or glorify God through 

obedience to his will and commandments. And yet the God of 

"classical theism" cE}l1 be affected by neither our good actions 

nor our bad actions. He is actus purus, i.e., "a statically 

complete perfection incapable in any respect of further self

realization. n58 As such, he can be neither increased nor 

diminished by what we do, ~ ~ our action and suffering 

must be wholly indifferent to him.59 A further difficulty 

concerns God t s knowledge and love. For Scripture God is an 

eminent Person who knows and loves the world; for "classical 

theism" God knows and loves the world only if "know" and "love" 

are given meanings opposite to those we ordinarily assi gn 

these words. For in knowledge as we know it, the subject 

is really related to the object and not vice versa. But 
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6OIbid ., pp. 49 f. 

61Ibid., pp. 152 f. 

62Ib 'd -2:.-., 
63Ibid• 

p. 156. 
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64rhe context of these remarks would indicate that 
the Itmeaning of being as such" is provided in the wri tings 
of }'1artin Heidegger. Many difficulties are connected with 
Heidegger's use of the word Seine I work here on a hlOfold 
assumption regarding Heidegger which can be substantiated 
only by further research: first, that Heidegger, as a pheno
menologist, never deals wi th "being as suchu in the sense 
in which Ogden \-rants to use the phrase here; "being" for 
Heidegger does not mean lithe real. 1I Secondly, Sein for 
Heidegger, and increasingly for the later Heidegger would 
seem to be more or less adequately equated with lithe coming
to-be of meaning or significance. 1I 

If thi sis the case, and if a theology can be 
developed along Heideggerian lines only in conform ty with 
Heidegger's own suggestion, liAs philosophical thinking is 
related to being, when being speaks to thinking, so faith's 
thinking is related to God, when God is revealed in his word, II 
then such a theology w.i.ll be a phenomenology of faith; i t 
will deal with God in his revelation-in-word, as he has 
revealed hinself; it will deal with God quoad nos, with 
God as "economic." Such a theology will be a phenomenological 
thinking of revelation-in-word, not a metaphysics. It will 
speak neither of posi ti ve perfections inherent in the real 
nor of positive perfections in God as he is in himself, nor 
of how we can make statements about the latter perfections, 
nor of any analogy between proportionate being and trans
cendent being. If being for Heidegger is lithe coming-to-be 
of !reaning" and if primal temporality and real internal 
relatedness to 1I0thers" are intrinsic to being thus under
stood, and if Heidegger's analogy between philosophical 
thinking and theological thinking suggests the only valid 
way of utilizing Heidegger's thought in theology, then the 
most that can be said is that temporality and real internal 
relatedness are intrinsic to revelation, to the revealing 
word of God, to the coming-to-be of the word of God for man, 
in man, and through man-which no theologian has ever denied. 



See James M. Robinson and John Cobb, Jr., eds., The Later 
Heidegger and Theology, New York: Harper and Row, 1963, esp. 
p. 43 and p.-35. 

I am not here arguing against the use of Heidegger 
in tbeology; on the contrary, I believe that a phenomenology 
of fai th I S encounter wi th God's word, developed accordi ng to 
Heidegger's phenomenological method, would be very valuable. 
I am simply saying that Heid~g~er t s thought is not metaphysics 
and is not intended to be metaphysics, and consequently that 
it cannot be put to the uses suggested by Ogden. Whether 
Heidegger would allow of the legitimacy of a properly meta
physical treatment of God is another question; the point is 
that it is precisely this kind of treatment of God that Ogden 
intends, and that such a metaphysical treatment of God is 
not Heidegger's interest. 

65~., pp. 156 f. 

66Ibid., p. 18. See also p. 51. 

67 Ibid., pp. 18 f. 

68 eN, pp. 18 f. 

69Ib ' d --2:....., p. 2l. 

70Ibid ., pp. 23 f. 

7lIbid ., p. 27. As we have seen, Ogden's later book, 
The Reality of God, further refines the first of these charac
teristics. There-are definite senses in which statements 
concerning God and his acti on can be "objectifying" but not 
"mythological," i.e. when they are metaphysical statements. 
MYthological objectifYing emplo~ the terms and categories 
based in our external perception of reality as the object 
of our ordinary sense e;.-perience. RG, p. 104. 

72cM, pp. 31 f. HOt-T faith can be possible when one 
accepts suCh a self-understanding is a problem Ogden does not 
consider as such. Ogden is far from being sufficiently critical 
of "modern man," who, as we have seen, seems in his opinion 
to have "come of age." Is it not true that one who feels 
he has to boast that he has come of age is himself at best an 
adolescent? 

73Ibid ., p. 37. 



74RG, p. 104. 

75 £!:!, p. 40. How man can be subject to this transcen-
dent pm-ler without being open to the sar.:e power is a point 
which Ogden does not clarify. 

76 n Ru, p. 105. Ogden quotes from Ryle's The Concept 
of Mind, London: Hutchinson and Co., Ltd., 1949, p. ts. 

77 CM, pp. 40 f. This interpretation of John is, of 
course, debatable. 

78See ibid., pp. 43-53. 

79s °bOd 53 56 ee ~., pp. - • 

80Ibid ., p. 64. 

8l~bod 64 71 ~., pp. - • 

82 A question for Heidegger, Bultmann, and Ogden: what 
of hope? 

83This interpretation of Heideg3er is perhaps 1l0st 
justified in regard to his Introduction ~ Metapjlysics, which 
establishes a mood of violent Promethean contentiousness. 
Heidegger's most recent wi tings, hOliever, establish a very 
different atmosphere. See especially vIas heisst Denken? 

84CM, pp. 71-75. 

85Ibid ., pp. 76-83. The resurrection does not have a 
merely 5,Yffibolic significance for Bultmann, though he is often 
understood as interpreting it in this limited way--largely 
through his own fault. James 11. Robinson indicates that 
Bultmann's "talk of the Lord Jesus being encountered in the 
kerygma has perhaps been taken as more figurati ve than he 
really intends." Robinson quotes Bultmann in a discussion 
wi th von Campenhausen: "You are correct that 'the all
embracing effectiveness of the preaching of Christ is brought 
into question in so far as it does not give as its basis the 
real Chri st event and as its goal the living fellowship wi th 
Christ. ' \<ie agree also t that eternal life through the 
presence and future of Christ has a concrete eschatological 
dimension even oo:yond death. t And I agree when you charac
terize the hope as a real hope for a final victory over death 
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and the fulfillment of the gift of fellowship and the new 
existence out of grace alone. This is no mythological specu
la ti on." Quoted from 1-:cCormick Quarterly, XXVII (1964), p. 
37, by Robinson in IIRevelation as "'ord and History, 1\ Theolo~ 
~ History, vol. III of New Frontiers in Theology, Robinson 
and Cobb, eds. 

Bultmann could have prevented a gfeat deal of confusion 
had he uttered similar words on More occasions. Ogden, for 
example, shows no evidence of regarding this as the Bul tmannian 
posi ti on on resurrecti on. Ogden interprets Bul tmann as regarding 
the New Testamentts state~ents on the resurrection as its 
attempt to express the decisive meaning of the cross for human 
existence, i.e., that Jesus t death is not merely a human death 
but Godts redemptive Olidgment of the world, ~nich frees man 
from himself. Resurrected life in Christ is seen only as an 
existentiell possibility that must be continually realized 
anew on the part of the believer. 

Bultmannts ambi;:;ui ty is bound up with his somewhat 
forced di stinction between Historie and Geschichte, which 
itself is at le8.st partly rooted in Kantian noti ons of space, 
time, and objectivity. A satisfactory alternative position 
on objectivity is offered by Lonergan, Insight, New York: 
Philosophical Library, 1957, pp. 375-384~ where objectivity 
is connected v.d th judgnent. 

86CM, pp. 83 f. 

87 Ibid., p. 87. Can the power of death be annihilated 
if death itself is not overcome? 

88~., pp. 88-90 

89Ibid ., p. 92. 
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99Ibid., p. 137. 
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101 
'Ibid., pp. l41 ff. Here we see, I believe, the 

difficulties involved in identifying Christian faith, salvation, 
and authentic human existence, and in a transposition from myth 
to existentialism. I would suggest that a non-Pelagian and non
exe~plaristic transposition to an existentialist theology of 
man, in terms of an identification of salvation with authentic 
human existence, is possible and is in keeping with the teach
ing of the New Testament, provided that authenticity is de
fined, not wi th Heidegger as an lIDspecified "resolve," but 
with Bernard Lonergan, as self-transcendence, and provided 
that it is seen to be dependent on the grace and power of God. 
Such a definj.tion permi ts us to T!'..aintain the necessary (for 
explicit Christian faith) connection between salvation (even 
as authentic human existence) and resurrection-as-fact. In 
this sense, 1ll1til resurrection, we are always on the way 
towards authenticity as self-transcendence, which will be 
made possible only by the death-destroying power of God. 
In this way, hope can be restored to its rightful place in 
the triad of "theological virtues." (See, for the fairtt 
beginnings of such speculation by Lonergan--which he will 
develop in his ~1ethod in Theology--the short piece, "Openness 
as Religious Experience," in Collection: Papers £l Bernard 
Lonergan, New York: Herder and Herder, 1967, pp. 198-201). 
Obviously many other theological problems must be dealt with 
in a development such as this--problems which we cannot go 
into here. 

102Mythologi cal? 

103Ibid., p. l~. 

104Ibid• Ogden's Scriptural "proof text" is iI.atthew 
25: 31-46. --what doe s he do with Luke 12: 8f., another text 
referring to the "Last Judgment"? And what does he do wi th 
the "Last Judgment" motif even of his text, I·~tthew 25:3l-46? 

105~., p. 146. 



106Ibid., p. 150. 

107~., p. 153. 

108Ibid., p. 154. Ogden does not support this exegesis 
by appealing to any studies on Romans 1, 18 ff. Scriptural 
exegetes would be anything but unanimous in concurring 'Wi th 
Ogden's interpretation. 

109~., p. 156. 

1l0~b'd .::...2:.-. , pp. 156-162 • 

ll\G, pp. 203 f. 

112The theological speculation of Karl Rahner on 
"anonymous Christianity" seems to be veT:iJ pertinent to the 
discussion. It is also important in that, while it attempts 
to deal with much the same proble~ which here concerns Ogden, 
it avoids what must be regarded as an unwanranted IIdeveluation ll 

of the person and significance of Jesus of Nazareth. I 
refer the reader to Klaus Riesenhuber, S.J., liThe Anonymous 
Christian according to Karl RaImer, II in Anita Roper, The 
Anonymous Christian, tr. by J. Donceel, S.J., New York: Sheed 
and Ward, 1966, pp. 145-179. The article draws on a very 
large selection of essays by Rahner and is an accurate sum
mary of his thought on this subject. The questi on ""Ihich 
Rahner wishes to deal wi th is: "Shall we, in our pastoral 
message to T10dern man, present Christiani t:r as a new exigency 
added on, one which strikes him, in the depths of his self
understanding, as something foreign and inaccessible? Or 
may Christian preaching rightfully start from the personal 
eXperience of a human being who is simply concerned with 
his own threatened existence? In the last analysis, isn't 
its goal simply to explain and interpret what every man has 
personally experienced, as 'a theological depth-analysis1of 
human consciousness, as it really is'[1I Ibid., p. 145. 
Certainly, this question is close to, if not identical with, 
that of Professor Ogden. 

Rahner, of course, takes as his starting-point a 
doctrine of the Church which Ogden does not recognize as 
integral to Christian faith: II ••• the end towards which 
mankind, in its supernatural finali ty, hence anonyt!lous 
Christianity too, is directed on earth" (p. 147). The 
starting-point for an explanation of this end is the self
understanding, the existentiell self-understanding of faith, 



which is different at least on this point for Rahner from l-That 
it is for Ogden. He then proceeds to reduce this doctrine 
to its prerequisites or ccndi ti ons of possi bi li ty--when God 
wills the end, he also wills the means required for the end. 
The Major cti.fference is in the meaning of salvation, which 
for Rahner and the Christian tradition, is not exhausted by 
Ogden's authentic existence here and now (which is really a 
kind of exhaustively realized eschatolo~J). The proble~ for 
Rahner is to discover the nature and re:{uirements of a 
possibility of salvation which T1ight be found in a non-official 
and incomplete way of belonging to the Church. The possi-
bili ty of anonymous Chri stiani ty for Rahner can be established 
only if it can be shown that man can assume a certain posi tion, 
through free decision, toward Christ and his Church, even in 
a visible manner, although he may~ever have heard of salvation 
in Christ and of the Church. 

For Rahner a complete, self-contained anthropology 
is impossible wi thout Christology. It cannot be developed 
along purely philosophical lines, even in terms of the 
(adnti. ttedly, for Rahner) acute analyses of Nartin Heidegger. 
The Incarnation tells us that "hunan nature as such is the 
possible self-expression of the self-emptying God ll (p. 154). 
The original possibili ty of man before God is to be the 
possible externalization of God in his self-emptying and thus 
the possible brother of Jesus Christ, God incarnate. II ••• the 
ultimate, distant goal of human nature is its fulfillment 
as the otherness of God" (p. 155). The Incarnation is a 
condi tion and constitutive element of the reception of the 
grace of God. Without Christ, there is no grace of God. 
Christ is not merely a definitive re-presentation of man's 
original possibility of authentic ei:istence. He is, in 
many ways, the condition and foundation of this possibility. 
He is that possibility and his grace is our share in it. 

113Q!i, p. 151. 

114Ib"d 152 ..,2-., p. • 

115 !!S!, p. 172. 

116Ibid • 

117Ibid • For Ogden, the question of analogy is 
IIperhaps the most co;nplex and difficult question the theologian 

faces." Ibid., p. 174. He judges that Hartshorne's logic of 



analogy resolves the "dilem.''Tla of anthropomorphism and agnosti
cism" in the classic theory of analogy by working out a 
frankly anthropomorphic vi ew of God, conceiving God in 
strict analogy with the hunan self or person. "Thus, for 
example, if to be a self is possible only by being related 
to and dependent on others, and most d:i rectly on the others 
that constitute one's body, then God also can be conceived 
only as related to and dependent on the others that consti
tute his body, which is to say, the whole world of created 
beings. On the other hand, the word 'analogy' reminds us 
that God is not a self in uni vocally the same sense as man
that, as Whitehead puts it, God is not simply an exemplifi
cation of l'll3taphysical principles, but is their'chief' 
exemplification. So, whereas the hU'lJan self is effectively 
related only to a very few others--indeed, only to a very 
few others wi thin the intimate world of its own body--the 
divine Self is effectively related to all others in such a 
way that there are no gradations of intimacy of the various 
creatures to it." Ibid., pp. 175 f. 

It must be aSked if the noti on of the whole world as 
God's body is not a supreme instance of mythical thinking. 
Rahner provides an interesting and satisfactory alternative 
in ter"lS of Christology. The cosmos has its purpose in man, 
who is a potentia obedientialis for the hypostatic union, for 
the Incarnation of God. Human nature as such is the possible 
self-expression of the self-emptying God, the possible 
lIem-~-ment" of God. 

ll8RG, p. 14. 

119IbOd 
-2-.' pp. 15 f. 

120Ibid ., p. 16. 

121Ibid., p. 20. 

122Ibid., p. 114. There are times when Ogden sounds 
like Norman Vincent Peale! 

123Ibid., pp. 114 f. Ogden does not seem to have 
faced the facr-that a God who fulfills the function of pro
viding securi ty is just as existentially repugnant to some 
as his caricature of "classical theism's" God is to him. 
Moreover, such a God is not the God and Father of Jesus Christ. 

124Ibi d., pp. 115 f. Thi s seens to confli ct wi th 
earlier suggestions that only "modern secular man" has such a 
confidence. 



125Ibid ., p. 118. 

126Ibid., p. 21. "Unless God is somehow real for 
every man, heI's not genuinely real for any man. To take 
excepti on to thi s statement is ••• to call in question the 
very meaning of fai th in God as attested dm.'l1 through the 
Christian tradi tion. II Ibid., p. 22. Hhile this is in a 
way true, there certainly are other points on which Ogden 
does not seem to object to callin~ the entire Christian 
tram tion in question. 

127Ib O d .:!:..2:-. , 
128Ib o d -2:.-. , 

pp. 123-126 • 

p. 23. 

129. 
ibi d., p. 24. 

130 
Ibid., pp. 24 f. 

131 
For the preceding, see ibid., pp. 27-47. 

132Ibid., pp. 47 f. 

133Ibid ., p. 48. 

134Now Descartes has been added to the pile of 
"classical thei sts" who have formed our Western intellectual 
heri tagel 

135Ibid., pp. 57 f. 

13~-J1 thout proposigg that metaphysics begin with 
"such things as tables and chairs, II I ask simply wh;,r', according 
to Ogden's logic, such a starting-point cou~d not lead to 
this same conclusion. Are tables and chairs any less affected 
by real relatedness and temporality than human selves? (Does 
Oeden think that tables and chairs would be "substances ll in 
ThOmistic metaphysics? Apparentlyl) 

137Ibid., p. 58. 

13
8

80 it is called on ~., p •. 58. 

139Ibid • 

140 
Ibid., p. 60. 

l4lIbid., p. 61. 



--- -~-------------------------------------------------------------------------

142Ibid• 

143Ibid • Ogden conceives this as a solution to what 
John Courtney MUrray has called lithe central problem of Christian 
philosophy--the problem of the coexistence and coagency of 
the infinite and the fini te, the necessary and the contingent, 
the eternal and the temporal, the absolute and the relati ve. 1\ 

God I s abstract identi ty is independent of the actual world 
but his concrete exi stence includes this world. Ibid., p. 62. 

l44Ibid., p. 62. Ogden does not mention--indeed he 
seems to deny--that for "classical theism" also, one cannot 
deny that God ever exi sted in isolation from a world, for one 
does not properly use the word "everl! in this way to refer to 
God. The use of the word "ever" properly iMplies a "world" 
of creatures. 

145Ibid., p. 63. This is to miss the whole point of 
the contingeri'CY-in-existence of the world of being which is 
proportionate to human knowing. To miss this point is to deny 
another point which Ogden wishes to affirm='that God is the 
sole ultimate "grolIDdl1 of all creaturely existence. 

l46See ibid., p. 63. II ••• considerably more 
important • • • ""--\-le must take issue with Ogden 1 s hi erarchy 
of priorities. 

l47Ibid., p. 64. 

l48
Ibid., pp. 68 f. 

149 Ibid., p. 96. 

150 
Ibid., pp. 144-163. 

l5lQuoted in ibid., p. 145, from Sein und Zeit, 
Halle: Max Niemeyer Verlgg, 1927, p. 427, n. 1. 

l52Ibid., pp. 147 f. If this is the case the 
uncertainty~cerning the applicability of the classical 
via negationis et eminentiae can be removed. The point of 
this via is thatsuch an analysis of the divine essence is 
impo"SsI'ble. (It must be added that there is really no such 
thing as a via negationis et eminentiae; there is a via 
affirmationis, negationis, et e!11inentiae. All three aspects 
of this single via must be included). 

153Ibid., p. 149. 



15~as Ogden properly understood the meaning of 
Heidegger's Sorge? 

155Ibid., p. 153. It would seem that this notion is 
similar to the B:i. blical notion of "eternity, tt 'Which, however, 
a "classical metaphysics" would claim to be anthropomorphic and 
mythical. It is true that Heidegger has arrived at a unique 
and original analysis of human teYJIPorali ty to whi ch the 
Christian doctrine of God must address itself. But it is 
also probable that the Christian doctrine of God would properly 
find Heidegger's ana~sis helpful only for a phenomenological 
unfolding of the coMing-to-be of God's word for man. 

15
6
Ibid., p. 154. " ••• Heidegger's implied 

reformulation of the analogia entis is not, like the classical 
precedent, involved in essentiar:fncoherence. Perfections 
entailing temporal distinctions may be predicated of God 
wi thout being enptied of meaning by contradictory negations; 
and the assertion of God's qualitative distinction fro~ finite 
beings does not exclude, but positively implies, the meaning
fulness of such predication. 1I Ibid. 

157Ibid ., p. 155. 

158Is there such a thing? Only for the relativist, 
who overlooks the function and nature of judgment and declares 
that, unless one knows everything about everything, one 
really knows nothing at all. 

159Ib o d ..t. ~ • 

lCOIbid., pp. 177 f. 

161Ibid ., pp. 178 f. Which of the voices of the past 
is Ogden listening to on these points? Is he not rather 
reversing essential elements of New Testament and. Christian 
tradition? Particularly regarding redemption, Ogden is not 
offering simply a re-statement or even a re-interpretati on. 
It simply must be "Said that here theology has ceased being 
fidex quaerens intellectum--unless, of course, fides is under
stood in the strange way in which Ogden understands it. This 
may be a form of "faith;" it is not Christian faith. 

162Ibid., pp. 180-184. 

163Ibid., p. 184. liTo say with the Christian commu
nity ••• t:i1at Jesus is the decisive word and deed of God 
is to say that in him, in his outer acts of symbolic word and 
deed, there is expressed that understanding of human existence 
which is, in fact, the ultimate truth about our life before 
God; that the ultimate reality with which we and all men have 



to do is God the sovereign Creator and Redeemer, and that in 
understanding ourselves in terms of the gift and den:and of his 
love, we realize our authentic existence as men. 1t Ibid., pp. 
185 f. This is certainly exe!1lplarism 'Wi th regard to the 

~ person of Christ; it is very close to Pelagianism. 

l64Ibid., p. 226. 

l65Ibid., p. 230. 



166 
p. 636. Insi~ht, 

167 
634. Ibid., p. 

168 
Ibid., p. 643. 

l69Ibid., p. 644. 

l70Ibid• , p. 645. 

l71Ibid., p. 646. 
172 

648. Ibid. , p. 

l73Ib 'd -2:.-... , p. 650. 

l74And such it must be if it is the objective of. the 

pure desire to know, the goal of intelligent inquiry and cri ti-

cal reflecti on, the object of intelligent grasp and reasonable 

affirmation, what is known by lIDderstanding correctly, what 

is known completely when there are no further questions to be 

asked. 

175 
Ibid., p. 663. 

l76Albert Outler, Schulert Oeden, John Deschner, Tri
alogue on the IIDeath of God. 1t Perkins School of Theology;-
SouthernMethodist Uni versi ty, 1~66, p. 16. 

177 , 
Ins~ght, p.p 668 f. 

178 
See Jules Toner, The EA]?erience of Love, IJashington: 

Corpus, 1968. 
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